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Abstract
We are conducting research in the area of teleoperation with feedback delay. Significant delays occur when performing space teleoperation from the earth as well as in subsea teleoperation where the
operator is typically oil a surface vessel and communication is via
acoustic links. These delays make teleoperation extremely difficult
and lead to very low operator productivity.
We have combined computer graphics with manipulator programming t o provide a solution to the delay problem. A teleoperator master
arm is interfaced to a graphical simulation of the remote environment.
Synthetic fixtures are used to guide the operators motions and to provide kinesthetic feedback. The operator's actions are monitored and
used t o generate symbolic motion commands for transmission to, and
execution by, the remote slave robot. While much of a task proceeds
error free, when an error does occur, the slave system transmits data
back t o the master environment where the operator can then experience the motion of the slave manipulator in actual task execution.
We have also provided for the use of tools such as an impact wrench
and a winch at the slave site. In all cases the tools are unencumbered
by sensors; the slave uses a compliant instrumented wrist to monitor
tool operation in terms of resulting motions and reaction forces.
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1

Introduction

We are conducting research in the area of teleoperation with feedback delay. Significant delays occur when performing space teleoperation from the
earth as well as in subsea teleoperation where the operator is typically on a
surface vessel and communication is via acoustic links. These delays make
t eleoperation extremely difficult and lead to very low operator productivity.
We have developed a novel technique, combining virtual reality and manipulator programming, to solve the delay problem by interfacing a teleoperator
master arm to a graphical simulation of the remote environment. The operator works, without delay, in the virtual world while his or her actions
are monitored to provide both kinesthetic and visual feedback. Based on
these motions the system generates symbolic robot program commands for
transmission to the remote slave. The slave robot executes these symbolic
commands delayed in time.
Based on a model of the remote site we create a virtual reality for the operator. The operator interacts with the model using a commercial PUMA
250 robot manipulator which serves as a six-degree-of-freedom input device.
By moving this master arm the operator can control the displayed image of
both the remote slave arm and any object that it is carrying. We monitor the
position of the slave arm, in the geometric model, to detect the proximity of
work objects. This proximity information is combined with task knowledge
to selectively activate synthetic fixtures which provide task-dependent kinesthetic feedback to the operator. For example if a face on the end effector
were brought close to a face on an object and if it were appropriate for those
two faces to be in contact then the system would activate a surface synthetic
fixture to assist the operator in reaching and then maintaining a face-face
contact.
With these capabilities, the operator can not only see what is going on but
can also feel, kinesthetically, the objects represented in the display. When the
inside of a box is displayed the operator can feel along a surface to a corner
between two surfaces; the operator can slide along the edge into the corner
of the box. The combination of the visual display with kinesthetic feedback
from the scene provides an extremely strong telepresence. The operator can
really feel that she/he is "there."

The automatically generated robot commands for execution at the remote
site are very simple consisting primarily of free space moves and guarded
motions. Whenever the operator brings two objects together in the virtual
world a guarded move is sent to the remote site. We do not send any conditionals such as "if a happened then do b else do c," as if an error occurs, we
can wait for the operator to interpret the situation and to generate the appropriate corrective actions. Conditionals have plagued robot programming
in the past as every situation must be anticipated, and every possible outcome of an action predicted and pre-programmed. As any robot programmer
knows, it is impossible to account for everything that can happen during task
execution, especially when one realizes that the corrective action for every
error will itself involve errors - a hopeless situation.
The symbolic robot commands are executed by a slave manipulator at the
remote site. Notice that the time delay between the operator input and the
slave execution may be quite arbitrary; the slave is simply following along as
if someone were sitting at a terminal writing a program and executing it line
by line. Of course, something might not work exactly in the slave's world
as it did in the image world. At this point we would alert the operator by
"flashing" the image and then returning the display to the point at which
the slave is "hung-up." We also change the constraints on the input device
to correspond to the situation the slave has detected. The operator has the
option of "feeling" the motion of the slave leading up to the error based on
information sent back from the slave to the master station when the error was
detected. This information is transmitted from the slave to the master station
using an identical instruction format to that which the master normally uses
to instruct the slave. The operator then resumes task execution from this
new state. Once again, these actions would be translated into symbolic robot
commands and sent to the slave.

2

Past Research

During the second year of the grant the master station was completed, to
the extent that the operator could perform a task in the modeled world and
automatically generate robot manipulator instructions for the slave. The
slave station was also completed, to the extent that robot instructions could
be received and then executed after introducing an appropriate delay. A low
level language was developed and a parser written for the slave manipulator.
Delays in parsing instructions by the slave were solved by a double buffering
scheme so that the slave manipulator was kept in synchronization with the
master but with a constant delay. The task we choose was the exploration of
a box with the operator finding the box, its sides, bottom and corners, etc.
The slave was delayed by about 3 seconds. Only primitive error recovery was
developed, but, by the end of the year the system was quite reliable and we
could sustain operation for up to 30 minutes at a time.

Current Research
3.1

Remote Site Robot Task Interaction

Execution at the remote site is in a semi-autonomous mode. A slave robot is
programmed to perform the task step-by-step. The slave robot has enough
task information to act autonomously for the duration of the round-trip
communication delay. Low-level manipulator control is based on the hybrid
force/position control method and makes use of an instrumented compliant
wrist (see Appendix A.2). The remote slave system is described fully in [2]
(see Appendix A . l ) .
Commands sent from the master-station do not specify force levels or take
into account, in any detailed way, the dynamics of the slave system. It is up
to the slave system to set force limits and to compensate appropriately for
the dynamics and frictional effects of task execution. Contact state changes
are based on running averages and statistical methods. In this way we are
able to work on objects which may be soft or hard, smooth or rough.
The remote system also provides for tool usage. An impact wrench and winch
are available for its use. The impact wrench is used to insert and remove
nuts and bolts. Its actions are monitored using both the time history of the
displacement of the manipulator holding the wrench and the reaction forces
experienced at the compliant instrumented wrist. In this way it is possible
to use tools without needing to have them instrumented or to provide an
instrumentation interface.
The winch is used to overcome large gravity forces with the manipulator
simply guiding the horizontal motion of an object. The winch provides far
greater lift capability than the manipulator would be capable of exerting.
Once again, this tool is uninstrumented. The motion of the load during
winching operations is detected using the resultant motion of the manipulator, which is also holding onto the load and complying with vertical axis
forces.

3.2

Master Station, Interacting with Uncertainty

Improvements t o the master station for teleoperation systems have generally
focussed on improving operator performance by providing more sophisticated
master arms or improved visual displays (see Appendix A.3). We proposed
synthetic fixturing [6], where the master system actively guides the operator's
motions in one or more degrees of freedom, as a means of increasing precision
and speed without the need for sophisticated and expensive hardware. Fixturing is accomplished by giving the manipulator a tendency t o drift, in one
or more degrees of freedom, toward predetermined task-dependent positions.
The force is sufficiently large that an operator who wishes to make use of
the fixture can just relax and let it pull their hand along and yet sufficiently
small that an operator who wishes to move in a different direction can still
get there - he or she just needs to push a little harder.
Fixtures increase precision by reducing the positional uncertainty associated
with the operator's motions in the fixtured degrees of freedom. They also
decrease the accuracy to which the operator must move and hence increase
the speed with which they can perform teleprogramming tasks. As a result
fixtures avoid the need to trade speed for accuracy.
Synthetic fixturing has the additional, more subtle, benefit of reducing the
uncertainty associated with the command generation process. As the system
observes the operator's actions it must interpret the operator's input and
transform that into a command sequence for execution at the remote site.
Now, if the operator complies with, for example, a line fixture then motion
of the master will be along a straight line and its obvious to the system
that this motion was what the operator desired. Any deviation from the
fixture line requires that the operator overcome a distinct resistance which is
very apparent to the system. Fixturing thus has the effect of reducing both
the operator's uncertainty as to which commands will be generated and the
system's uncertainty as to which commands the operator would wish created.
While fixtures will help the operator perform an action they won't assist the
operator in deciding which action to perform. Aiding the operator in such
a decision requires that they have some information regarding the likelihood
of any given action being correctly executed in the uncertain world at the
slave site. To this end it has been proposed [5] that color clues be employed

to provide the operator with a visual measure of uncertainty. It is suggested
that the provision of information about both the position and positional uncertainty of objects should enable users to compromise between the fast, but
risky, approach of directly manipulating objects whose position is uncertain
and the slow, but safe, method of feeling out the position of each object
before attempting to work with it.

3.3

Detecting Contact

In teleoperation the reliable detection of contact between the slave end effector and objects in the world is vital. It is also important to maintain
required contact forces between the end effector and the environment. The
detection of a contact or collision is accomplished using a time series data
acquired from potentiometers mounted on the instrumented wrist. An attempt is being made to detect these contacts or collisions in the frequency
domain. The wrist is modeled as a system of linear and torsional springs.
The solution of the system equations provides the frequencies of the multiple
modes of vibration when the wrist undergoes a state change as in contact
or collision. The experiments were performed using a PUMA-560 slave arm
equipped with a wrist sensor to measure the forces and torques. An accelerometer is also fitted on this sensor to measure the acceleration of the
wrist. The acceleration data is acquired at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz.
The analysis of this data is carried out on a 1024 point Fourier transform,
resulting in a frequency resolution of approximately 1 Hz. The frequency
spectrum indicated peaks at two different frequencies corresponding to two
modes of vibration, the values being in the vicinity of that obtained through
the mathematical model. There is a change only in the amplitude of the
frequency spectrum and no appreciable change in the frequency values are
observed. The discrimination of the change of end effector states based only
on the amplitude of the spectrum may not be a reliable measure. The dynamic model of the wrist developed in this analysis could be used to improve
upon the control strategies of the slave arm.

3.4

Error State Display and Kinesthetic Feedback

Research at the master station also involved the development of schemes for
error diagnosis and recovery. The symbolic command language for communication from the master to the slave was extended and utilized for communication in the opposite direction. The slave sends reply statements to the
master station indicating motions performed and forces encountered. This
information is conveyed to the operator by a technique which allows the operator to re-experience the kinesthetic information obtained at the slave site.
With this improved feedback information, error diagnosis and correction is
more easily performed.

3.5

Behavioral Based Controller

While our work is directed to undersea operation similar time-delayed teleoperation problems occur in space. We have considered the task of slicing a
thermal blanket. This task requires a higher degree of autonomy from the
slave as it must now react in a more complex manner to the environment.
A behavioral based controller has been implemented at the slave site to provide that degree of autonomy. The behavior based controller is activated by
a command from the master. When active the controller operates independently, while returning reply messages to the master. When the behavior
based controller encounters a conflict in behaviors this indicates a situation
which controller is incapable of handling. In this situation the behavior based
controller seeks operator assistance. Using kinesthetic replay, the operator
may diagnose the situation and provide corrective motions to the slave. Utilizing this form of control, the thermal blanket slicing task was performed.
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Abstract
Teleprogramming: Remote Site
Robot Task Execution
Thomas S. Lindsay
Supervised by Dr. Richard P. Paul

This dissertation describes a remote site robot workcell for teleoperat ion with communication delays on the order of 20 seconds. In these situa.tions, direct teleoperation
becomes irripossible due to the delays in visual and force feedba,cl<. Teleprogramming
has been developed in order to overcome this problem.
An integral part of teleprogramming is a semi-autonomous remote site robot system. The remote system is composed of a robot manipulator, sensors, controlling
computer, and manipulator tools. The constraints on the remote site system and the
amount of autononly needed are defined partially by the teleprogramming system,
and partially by the needs of the remote system. Development of t.he remote site system for teleprogramming evokes some pertinent research issues: lotv level manipulator
control, semi-a,utonomous command execution, and remote sit,e t,ool usage.
Low level manipulator control is based on a hybrid control scheme using wristbased sensory feedback. Implementation of this control is presented and problems
related t o controlling the manipulator in an arbitrary frame are investigated.
High level cominands are executed at the remote site in small a.utonomous steps.
Implementation of tolerance checks and guarded moves are presented, including error
detection and the detection of motion termination conditions in a partially known
environment.
Power tools introduce redundant degrees of freedom into the inanipulator/tool
system. To control this redundant system, the tool is actively controlled in its natural degree of freedom and the corresponding degree of freedom in the manipulator
iv

becomes passive. Feedback for the manipulator/tool system is supplied by the wristbased sensor. Two examples of sensing and control for tools are presented.
This research has resulted in the development of a remote site system for teleprogramrning. The remote system, however, is both time-delay a.nd input independent.
The characteristics of the system, including the compliance, flexibility, and semiautonomity, are useful to a wide variety of robotics applications, including manufacturing and direct teleoperation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although robotics has its roots in teleoperation, it is only recently that major efforts
have been made to use the technology of modern robotics in teleoperative systems.
Major research efforts attempt (a) to increase human operator productivity, (b) to
increase the level of autonomy of the remote system (in order to interact more intelligently with an unknown environment, and again to increase operator productivity),
and (c) to overcome problems related to time-delayed teleoperation. Teleprogramming (which will be described herein) was designed for time-delayed teleoperation,
yet the implementation touches on all of these areas.
The first automatic electric-powered teleoperator was developed in the 1940s to
manipulate radioactive material [Goertz 19631. Teleoperative systems are still used
today for tasks in hazardous environments. As technology improves, the applications for teleoperative systems increase. For certain environments, such as shallow
space and subsea applications (using unmanned, u~ltetheredsubmersibles), significant
communication delays occur between the master and remote sites.
Delays in feedback make direct teleoperation impossible. Delayed visual feedback
leads operators to a.dopt a move-and-wait stra.t,egy,which considerably increases the
time to perform teleoperation tasks. Delayed force feedback can cause the system to
become unstable, or, if the system is designed to remain stable, the performance will
1
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still degrade with longer delays1. Teleprogramming has been designed to eliminate
these problems.
Teleprogramming bypasses the problems associated with delayed feedback from
the remote site. Control loops are closed locally at both master and remote sites; the
human operator receives direct visual and kinesthetic feedback based on interactions
with a local task model of the remote environment: a virtual remote site. Based
on operator interaction with the local model, commands are automatically generated
and sent to the remote site. The remote manipulator executes these commands,
compensating in real time for inaccuracies in position and force sensed locally.
For a successful time-delayed teleoperative system, some remote site autonomy is
needed. The level of autonomy is dependent upon the time de1a.y: when no delay
exists, direct feedback is possible and no remote sibe autonomy is needed; when the
con~municationdelays far exceed the task performa,nce time, the remote site needs to
be completely autonomous. Although research in completely autonomous systems is
progressing, state of the art autonomous systems cannot as yet interact intelligently
to completely unexpected situations, which occur oft.en in unstructured environments.

In most situations, a human supervisor is at least desired, if not necessary. The current
implementation of teleprogramming is designed for de1a.y~on the order of seconds.
The level of remote site autonomy needed with this level of delay is manageable, and
the human operator maintains an active role in the teleoperation control loop.
The remote site system must overcome the hulnan operator's lack of remote site
information. The operator lacks important environ~nentalparameters, has poor abilities for imaging and modeling the remote site, and has no ability to directly verify
actions. The remote system autonomy must therefore be able to compensate for local
environmental parameters, must be able to execute commands that are inaccurate
due to poor modeling, and must be able to verify proper execution of commands.
The remote system designed for teleprogramming is compliant, semi-autonomous,
and able to work in partially known, unstructured environments.
'similar problems occur when communications between master and remote site are bandwidthlimited. This problem can occur when communicating to a remot,e vehicle via RF links.
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The main application of the teleprogramming project in the GRASP Lab2 is underwater exploration, intervention, and salvage, using unmanned, untethered submersibles. Currently, remotely operated tethered submersibles are used for operations
that are too deep for divers. They are expensive to maintain and operate because the
submersible must be supported by a surface ship. Untethered submersibles are being
used for subsea survey operations at various depths, but are incapable of performing
manipulation tasks. Unmanned, untethered submersible vehicles which can communicate to the surface via an acoustic link, have none of these problems. Multiple
subn~ersiblescan operate in the same area, communicating with the surface via an
acoustic/radio frequency buoy. Such systems could be ea,sily deployed from a helicopter. Based on the speed of sound in water, however, acoustic communication links
introduce significant communication delays between the master and remote sites.
Shallow space presents another application for teleprogramming.

The cost of

human activities in space, especially extra vehicular activity (EVA), are extremely
high. Long EVA maneuvers are physically exhausting to astronauts, which can lower
their productivity and safety. Teleoperative systems could eliminate the need for
most EVA activities. However, delays in communication between earth and shallow
space can easily be as much as 18 seconds, considering earth and satellite based relay
stations, precluding direct teleoperation. Teleprogramming systems in space could
be used for satellite repair and maintena.nce, spa.ce station maintenance, and other
space activities, grea.tly reducing the need for 1iuma.n intervention in space.

1 .

Problem Statement

The teleprogramming system is a new approa.ch for performing time delayed teleoperation. An integral part of the teleprogramming sjisteill is a semi-autonomous remote
site (slave) system. Simplicity of the teleprogra.mming language (commands that are
sent from the master site to the remote site) is necessary for the master system, as
2General Robotics and Active Sensory Perception Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania Dept.
of Computer and Information Science, Philadelphia, PA. Ruzena Bajcsy, Director.
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commands must be automatically generated by the system. However, the remote
system must have the knowledge to apply these simple commands to the complex environment it must work in. Certain parameters of the remote site environment may
not be available to the master system, such as surface friction and object masses, yet
the remote system must compensate for these va,ria.bles. Additionally, errors in the
master site model of the remote environment force the remote system to work with
inaccurate information, such as distances that are accurate only to a pre-defined tolerance. Finally, the remote system must autonomously determine the success or failure
of a given command. Development of the remote site system for teleprogramming
evokes some perti~lentresearch topics, outlined below.

1. Development of a hybrid controller that acts semi-autonomously and allows the
remote manipulator to interact with an unknown or partially known environment. Specification of motions, forces, aild hybrid modes may be given in an
task arbitrary frame. The limitations on the a.rbitrary task frame which exist
when using wrist-based sensor feedback must be determined.

2. Command execution with the inclusion of dynamic (real-world) parameters.
If the remote system cannot determine exact parameters, it must at least be
able to compensate for sensor signals t11a.t occur as a result of the unknown
parameters.

Motion control with inaccurate distances, and identification of

motion terminating conditions (collisions, loss of surface contact, etc.) in a
noisy environment are two areas for research.

3. Manipulator tool usage, specifically tools that a,dd a degree of freedom to the
system. The manipulator/tool system thus has a redundant degree of freedom,
and a method for control and sensing is needed. Further, the operator's task
should not be further complicated by tool usage.
The major goal of this research is the development of a working remote site system
for teleprograniming. The behavior of this system can then be studied, which may
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suggest improvements to both the remote system and the master system. With the
completion of this work, a testbed for further research in teleprogramming is available.
Other goals include improvement to the understanding of wrist-sensor based hybrid control, advancement of semi-autonomous robot control, and advances toward a
general tool usage control strategy for telerobotics.
Because the system is independent of time delays, the semi-autonomous control
structure developed for the remote site of the teleprogramming system may have
applications in non-time-delayed environments. It can be used as a flexible controller
for direct robot programming, teleoperation without time delays, and replaying stored
sequences of commands for manufacturing or obher repetitive tasks. It can accept
input from any other interface, such as an autonomous a.gent, a multi-a,gent controller,
etc. The current implementation has been used for teleprogramming as well as other
research projects in the GRASP Lab which utilize the remote site control structure
for non-delayed applications.

Terminology and Definitions
The terminology of teleoperation developed when teleopera.tion first became a technology. The terms master and slave are traditional and commonly used, mainly because
they are very descriptive of the teleoperation process. However, the term slave is condescending, especially to the research presented here! Local site and remote site are
often used, respectively, in place of master and slave. However, in terms of a relative
coordinate system, the "local" system for this resea,rch is actually the remote site! In
order to reduce confusion (mainly the a,uthor's), t,he t,erm master site is used for the
system that the human interacts with as the teleoperation input device. Remote site
is the term used for the system that interacts with the "remote" environment.
Other terminology in this paper may be confusing, and many terms have synonyms
that are widely used. Some of the major terms used in this c1isserta.tion are presented

in table 1.1, along with synonyms commonly found in rela.ted literature.
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[ Terminology

Synonyms

Brief Definition
The number and types

I (face-face, edge-face, etc.)

r
r

I of contacts between the

manipulator and environment
Site including the master
mmipulator a n d controllers
where the human operator works
Remote Site
Slave site
Remotely located manipulator,
remote workcell
sensors, controller, and tools a t
distant site
the site where work is to be done
Remote Task
A task control frame that is not
loca,ted a t the wrist sensor
Task Frame
Task Coordinates
Coordinate fra.nle in which motions,
Control Frame
modes, etc. a.re defined
Remote Environment Ellvirollment 1oca.ted remotely from
Environment
( the master site. Conlmunication
time between master and this
environment is significant
Hybrid Control Hybrid Position/
Control algorithm in which
Force Control
cartesia,n directions are independently
chosen to be controlled by either
I nosition or force feedback

Master Site

Local site
operator's station

r

I

I

I

Table 1.1: Terminology a.nd Definitions

1.3

Outline of Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapt,er 2 reviews the
current state of research in telerobotics and time-delayed teleoperation. Included in
this chapter is an overview of the teleprogralllll~ingparadigm. Chapter 3 presents
the details of the current remote site robot sjisteln for teleprogramming. Chapter

4 describes the hybrid control scheme used by the remote site robot. Command
execution including command parsing is studied in chapter 5. Tool usage by the
remote manipulator is discussed in chapter 6. Finally, conclusions, contributions,
and future research areas are discussed in chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Related Work
The future of remote manipulation was once thought to be autonomous robot manipulator systems. However, advances in autonomous systems have not kept pace
with the requirements of modern applications. With advances in the field of modern
robotics, telerobotics has become a viable techllology to replace human operators in
many hazardous environments, including environments that are remote enough as to
cause communication delays for master/remote site communications.
In this chapter, an overview of the modern teleoperative systems is presented, as
well as a description of the teleprogramming paradigm as it is currently implemented.

2.1

Modern Telerobotic Systems

The technologies of modern robotics, including aspects of artificial intelligence, virtual reality, and computationally intensive simula,tions have recently been applied to
teleoperation applications. Two types of telerohotic systems are under development:
direct teleoperation systems using state-of-the a.rt robotic techniques, and teleoperat ion systems which operate in time-delayed environments. Unfortunately, there is
very little overlap between these two types of system: technology from one area is not
usually applicable to the other. A brief mention will be made of direct teleoperation
systems, and a more in-depth overview of time-delayed telerobotics will be presented.
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2.1.1

Direct Teleoperation

Modern direct teleoperation systems utilize the latest advances developed for robotics
and robotics-related technology. Two major examples are mentioned below.
One of the foremost applications of artificial intelligence (AI) in telerobotics is
at the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) in Japan, where it is used t o increase
human operator productivity, and simplify the human operator's task [Hirai et al.

19901. ETL uses a combination of video and computers t o model the environment,
overlaying CAD models on a video view of the remote environment to enhance the
model [Ogasawara et al. 19911.
NASA Ames Research Center (Mountain View, CA) has recently announced a
research project for teleoperation on Mars using virtual reality (VR) techniques. How
this system will react with time delays has not yet been addressed, but the system
architecture has been successfully demonstrated on an unmanned submersible [Wav

19921.

2.1.2

Time Delayed Teleoperation

Time delayed teleoperation has been a major research topic for many years. Ferrell
found that given a time-delayed teleoperation task with only visual feedback, a human
operator tends to adopt a move-and-wait strategy [Ferrell 19651. For a given length
of task and time delay, this may not be practical. In response to this problem,
Ferrell and Sheridan formalized supervisory control [Ferrell and Sheridan 19671, a
broad strategy for balancing the workload between the human operator and a semiautonomous remote system. Supervisory control addresses most of the issues involved
with time-delayed teleoperation. However, as formalized by Ferrell and Sheridan it
has some disadvanhges. First, there is still the need for the human operator to
acknowledge the completion of a command. As stated, "In the region of combined
ma11-and-machine control, the operator is able to extend his open-loop 'moves' so
that he gives fewer but more comprehensive commands. With fewer commands there
are correspondingly fewer waits for correct feedback.''

These waits will inevitably
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add to task completion time. Second, branching is heavily utilized in the control
of the remote site system. Branching for error recovery creates a large, tedious,
and at times error-prone programming task for the human operator. Finally, the
intercommullication needed to recover from an error need not be as intensive as
Ferrell and Sheridan imply.
Niemeyer and Slotine have shown, using a two-ported model, that direct force
feedback is possible and stable with delayed feedback loops [Niemeyer and Slotine
19911. However, it is noted that performance still degrades as the time delay increases. Furthermore, the human operator and the environment are not included in
the formulation. In order for the system to work in a manner that the human operator
can understand, prediction algorithms are needed. Anderson and Spong have shown,
using network theory, that force reflecting teleoperation is asymptotically stable for
any time delay [Anderson and Spong 19921. This research included models of the
human operator and environment, but fails a.lso to address the issue of system performance with delayed force feedback. The usefulness of force feedback after about
one second of delay is questionable.
Kinematic and dynamic prediction algorithms are used extensively by Hirzinger
et. al. in the ROTEX system[Hirzinger et al. 19891. However, in this approach the
remote site system and the delay lines must be accurately modeled, and the method
is computationally intensive. This approach is unsuitable for unknown, unstructured
environments.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, Pa,sadena, CA) has been working for
several years developing systems for satellite maintenance a.nd repair in space [Bejczy et al. 19901. Two robot arms are controlled by 6-degree of freedom (DOF)
force-reflecting master devices. Certain repetitive remote site tasks have been preprogrammed, to increase productivity. In a delayed environment, the operator can
see a "ghost manipulator" that moves in real-time, displaying the motion that the
remote manipulator will follow in response to inputs from the human operator. This
is only useful for free-space motions, as force feedback is not provided in the delayed
system. Motion in contact with the environment is fa,cilitated by shared compliance
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control. Motions which require force feedback are still executed using the move-andwait strategy.
Recently Paul, Funda, et. al. have developed teleprogramming, described below,
which is used for time-delay-invariant teleoperation. Performance of the system remains constant with any time delay. More information about teleprogramming can
be found in [Paul et al. 1992, Funda et al. 1992, Funda 1991, Paul et al. 19901.

2.2

Teleprogramming

The teleprogramming concept bypasses the problems associated with delayed feedback
from the remote site. Control loops are closed locally a t both locations; the human
operator receives direct visual and kinesthetic feedback from a local model of the
remote site, and the remote manipulator receives direct sensory feedback from local
sensors and autonomously compensates for inaccuracies in position and force. The
operator interacts with the graphical model as if it were a direct teleoperation task in
a virtual environment. The master system automatically generates a set of commands
based on the interaction between the operator and the graphical model that are sent
via the delayed communication link to the remote site. The remote site executes
these commands, and either acknowledges successful execution or reports errors back
to the master. Error recovery remains the responsibility of the human operator.
Using teleprograniming, teleoperation becomes delay-invariant: the amount of
communication delay does not affect task performance. Although teleprogramming
has been developed for time delays of one to 20 seconds, it 1na.y ha,ve applications
with time delays of less than one second and greater than 20 seconds.

A teleprogramming test bed is operational in the GRASP lab. MERIONETTE
(Model-based EditoR for Interactive ON-linE Teleprogramming in Time-delayed Environments) has demonstrated that teleprogranlming is a feasible paradigm.
Any teleoperation system can be visualized as the interconnection of four elements:
the human operator, the master system, the remote system, and the environment.
The master and remote systems are connected by a communication link. Feedback
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Figure 2.1: Basic Teleprogramming Schematic
loops are closed locally a t both the master and remote sites. The implementation
and interactions of the teleprogramming elements are shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2.
The human operator is the main decision making element in the teleprogramming system. The operator is responsible for task planning and error recovery. In
the MERIONETTE system, the operator uses a Puma 250 manipulator as a spatial
positioning device. The operator holds the end of the robot, which is backdriven to
follow the operator's motions.
The Puma is also controlled to provide the operator with kinesthetic feedback
from forces generated in the master model: a virtual remote site environment. Visual
feedback is provided by a Silicon Graphics (SGI; Mountain View, CA) Iris workstation. The model is built from remote site data (video, laser scan, sonar scan, etc.)
as the first step in a teleprogramming session. The interaction between the human
operator and the graphical model is identical to classical bilateral teleoperation.
Input from the human operator and a priori information about the task allow the
master system to automatically generate commands that are sent to the remote site.
These commands are generated once every second unless a change in contact states
is detected. In this case, a command is immediately generated.
The communication system links the master and remote systems together. Communication is currently limited to small command packets, called execution environments, sent from the master to the remote site a,t least once every second, and an
acknowledgment or an error message sent b ~ l to
i the master at the completion of
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every command. There is a programmable communication time delay in the current
implementation. Current experimentation uses a delay of 5 seconds.
When errors occur at the remote site, a message is sent back to the master system,
and the graphics model is reset to correspond to the remote site error state. The
operator must then decide how to continue with the task.

2.3

Limitations

Some ba.sic limitations exist in the current implementastionof teleprogramming. The
most obvious is that the master model is not dynamic. It is impossible to run a
meaningful dynamic simulation on an uncertain world model. Another limitation
is that the motions of the master arm are quantized into straight line motions of
a specific time length. In order for the remote system to work properly, this time
length must be no shorter than the time needed by the remote site to parse and
interpret an execution environment. Otherwise, the stream of commands sent to the
remote site would continue to build. This limitation makes it difficult to follow curved
trajectories.

2.4

Summary

A brief introduction to modern teleoperative systems has been presented, as well as
an overview of the teleprogramrning paradigm. Using teleprogramming, useful work
can be accomplished in time-delayed environments. However, teleprogramming may
a.lso have uses in non-time-delayed environments. In the next cha.pter, the remote
site robot system will be presented.

Chapter 3

The Remote System
Working underwater, in shallow space, or elsewhere, the remote system operates in
a simple and methodical way. It receives a short set of commands that constitute
an execution environment, and converts these cominands into low level manipulator
instructions which are then used to execute a single manipulator motion.

These

instructions are executed by the remote manipulator, and the execution is monitored
for errors. The commands must be simple enough for the remote system t o quickly
and easily distinguish between successful and unsuccessf~~l
executions. The system is
similar in this respect to supervisory control: the remote site robot system works as
an autonomous agent with short-range goals.
The main tasks of the remote site system are:
Parsing and interpretation of commands, including environment-specific parameters.
Control of the remote site manipulator.
Monitoring the remote process, including detection of errors.
Reporting to the master system.
The remote robot system must work within a set of specifications in part imposed
by the teleprogramming system. The remote system:
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must not unintentionally damage itself or the environment.
must interpret and execute commands that may be inaccurate to within a specified tolerance.
must interpret and execute commands from the master system that have only
approximate (relative) magnitude information for certain parameters (eg. force,
guards).
must not build up an appreciable time lag between expected and actual command execution times.
must be able to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful execution of
comma~lds.
The remote system developed for teleprogramming is insensitive to the communication time delay. It will work equally well with no time delay or a, very long
time delay. The remote system is in some sense independent of the teleprogramming paradigm: it can be directly controlled, colltrolled via a different teleoperation
scheme, or follow a previously stored sequence of commands.
The remote system is implemented with a Puma 560 robot manipulator with a
standard Unimation controller, and a SparcStat ion IPX computer. Position and force
feedback is supplied by an instrumented compliant wrist. The remote manipulator
uses two control loops. A low-level hybrid control loop is used to send the robot
basic velocity commands at each controller interrupt (currently limited to 20ms), and
to respond t o sensor input. A higher level loop parses a,nd interprets the command
packets sent from the master site into low level velocity commands, and checks for
errors in the execution of these commands.
Two phases of remote site implementation are presented here. The first phase,
described briefly in this chapter, covers the basic implementation of the remote site
system, including hardware, software, and the basic control structure. The successful
demonstration of the teleprogramming system illarked the end of Phase I. Phase I1
covers the refinement and improvement of the remote system, and is an ongoing effort.
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Figure 3.1: Preliminary Experimental Remote Site Environment

3.1

Preliminary Experimental Results

The effectiveness of the MERIONETTE system has demonstrated with a remote environment composed of an open box that can be explored by the system, as illustrated
in figure 3.1. A typical experiment would be to move into contact with the bottom
of the box, slide to a wall, and then slide into a corner. Motions and interactions
with the environment were relatively simple, aad the systenl was able to execute on
the order of 100 commands successfully before errors occurred. Basic elements of the
original (phase I) system were tested in this environment, and a.reas where further
research was required were found. The remaining chapters of this paper document
the start of phase 11, describing areas of further research at the remote site system.
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3.2

Remote Site Research Topics

Preliminary experimentation of the teleprogramming system indicated several topics
for further research.
The low level control is based in a n arbitrary task frame, although sensor feedback
is based at the manipulator wrist. The usefulness of arbitrary frames became quite
apparent early in the development of the system. However, the stability of hybrid
control using arbitrary task frames has never been investigated. Implementation of
the low-level hybrid control is presented in chapter 4, as well as a presentation of the
use of arbitrary task frames for control. A simple study shows how sensor noise alone
ca,n cause instability when the task frame is located far enough from the wrist.
The higher-level control loop contains many resea,rch issues. The experiments
show that, because of tolerance limits, small motions termina.tec1 by collisions with
the environment (guarded motions) are not valid, and may result in la.rge increases in
the time lag of the remote system. Further, the experilnents have shown that more research is necessary on motion-terminating conditions, as constant sensor limits did not
work adequately. Depending on sensor-based and environment-based noise, the system could either mistake sensor noise for a collision, or vice-versa,. A general overview
of the parsing/interpreting loop will be presented in chapter 5 , as well as details of
the process of parsing guarded moves, and determination of motion-terminating conditions.
The need for manipulator tools to increase the ma.nipula.t,ivecapa,bilities of the
system became apparent with the limitations of the preliminary system. Tool usage
by the teleprogramming system will be explored in chapter 6.

3.3

Summary

A remote system for teleprogramming haa been developed and refined with this research. Preliminary experimentation indicated 1imita.tions of the original remote system, and these limitations are examined and resolved with the research presented in
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following chapters.
This system was developed as the remote site for the teleprogramming concept.
However, the compliance and flexible control characteristics of the system has proven
quite useful for other applications [Campos 1992, Salganicoff 1992, Sinha 19911. The
semi-autonomous, compliant system incorporating hybrid position/force control may
have many more potential applications, both in delayed and undelayed environments.
In the next three chapters, the remote site research topics introduced above will be
examined in greater detail, starting with the servo-level hybrid control of the remote
manipulator, continuing with the higher level command execution, and concluding
with control and use of tools in the remote world.

Chapter 4
Hybrid Control Using an
Instrumented Compliant Wrist
A robot manipulator that must work in an unknown, unstructured environment requires the ability to interact safely with the environment. In the highly structured industrial environment, a rigid manipulator using pure position control is adequate, and
possibly desirable in order to achieve high speed motions. However, when wanted and
unwanted collisions of the robot manipulator with the environment occur at inexact
locations, a manipulator with some level of compliance, implemented with hardware,
software, or both, is necessary. Furthermore, as the manipulator continues to move
in various contact states with the environment, a hybrid controller with stable mode
switching characteris tics is needed.
The remote manipulator uses a low level proportiona,l plus derivative feedback

(PD) controller based on a hybrid position/force algorithm. Sensor feedback is provided with an instrumented compliant wrist, developed as p u t of this research. Implementation of the hybrid controller will be presented in this chapter.
The master system generates task frames specific to the current task conditions.
Because the task frame in which the hybrid control is specified may be arbitrary, a
discussion of the validity of completely arbitrary frames is presented here.
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4.1

Background

Whitney [Whitney 19821 showed the usefulness of remote center of compliance (RCC)
devices for peg-insertion tasks. The RCC device passively causes the peg to correctly
compensate for forces resulting from misalignment in the insertion process. However,
the RCC device is not ideal for generalized tasks [Lindsay et al. 1991, Yoshikawa
19901, and positional accuracy is lost with a passive compliant device [Volpe and
Khosla 19911. Xu developed an all-purpose 6 DOF instrumented compliant wrist to
overcome these problems [Xu and Paul 19881. Three main benefits arise from using an
instrumented compliant wrist. The first is the ability to tra,ck surfaces, allowing the
task frame to become dynamic with the end effector trajectory [Shutter and Brussel
19881. Second, using the wrist as a force/torque sensor allows for more responsive
force control [Roberts et al. 1985, Whitney 19851. Finally, the transition from unconstrained to constrained motions are facilitated, a.nd impa.ct energy is absorbed [Volpe
and I<hosla 1991, Xu and Paul 19881.
Hybrid control was formalized by Raibert and Craig [Raihert and Craig 19811,
and has its origins in compliance control [Mason 1981, Pa,ul a,nd Shimano 1976, Inoue 19711. Natural and artificial constraints of a ta,sl; dictate orthogonal axes that
should be either position controlled or force controlled. Xu adapted the hybrid control scheme for controlling a manipulator with the instrulneilted compliant wrist as
the force/torque sensor. Position feedback is recovered directly from the wrist. Force
feedback is obtained implicitly from the stiffness matrix of the wrist.
Low level hybrid control using the instrumented complia,nt wrist is further generalized from the work of Xu by allowing control task frames to be arbitrarily defined.
The effect of defining a task frame remote from the wrist sensor is examined.
Zhang has shown that hybrid control for a 6-DOF system is stable for a robot with
three perpendicular axes intersecting at the wrist point,

the task frame located

at this wrist point [Zhang 19861. It will be shown herein that t,lie system can become
unstable because of sensor noise alone when the task frame is located remotely from
the wrist point.
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4.2

Hardware

Figure 4.1 : Instrumented Coinpliant Wrist
The remote manipulator is fitted with an instrumented compliant wrist (see figure
4.1). Compliance in a robot wrist is desirable in order to reduce the effect of impacts
between the robot and the environment, and to provide for force control. Further,
some compliance in the system will be beneficial to asseml3ly and disassembly tasks
with inaccurate positions. However, a compliant wrist limits the effective stiffness of
the manipulator in position control, and the exact position of the end of the wrist
(and thus the environment, when in contact) is lost [Volpe a.nd Khosla 19911. By
instrumenting the wrist, both problems are overcome. Active control can increase
the stiffness of the system, and the position transform of the wrist is known. Using
the instrumented wrist as a compliant force/torque sensor leads to more responsive
force control than with a stiff sensor [Roberts et al. 19851, a.nd more accurate position
control than with a compliant wrist [Xu 19891.
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The two components of the wrist are the compliant structure, and the sensing
linkage. The compliant structure is composed of rubber elements with known stiffness,
connecting the upper and lower plates of the wrist. The sensing linkage is composed of
six links, with potentiometers at their connections. By reading the change in voltage
across the potentiometers, the angle of each joint can be determined. Using a simple
forward kinematic formulation, the relative position of the top plate with respect
to the bottom plate can be found. This displacement is used directly for positional
feedback, and multiplied by the compliance matrix of the wrist, it provides implicit
force feedback. More information about the instrumented compliant wrist can be
found in [Lindsay and Paul 19911.

4.3

Hybrid Control

The remote manipulator uses a hybrid force/position controller. Displacements from
the wrist sensor are used directly for position feedback. Force feedback is determined
from the wrist stiffness matrix. A conceptual organiza.tion of the controller used is
shown in figure 4.2. The main difference between this control system and Raibert
and Craig [Raibert and Craig 19811 is that the force and position feedback both use a
common sensory system, the instrumented wrist. Both force and positional feedback
are ultimately used to change the manipulator traject.ory wibh position offsets. The
sensor signal is transformed from the wrist frame Tl/V (the sensor coordinate frame)
into the task frame T F 1 for control:

where:
'Raibert and Craig [Raibert and Craig 19811 use the ilotatioil C for the task frame (control
frame). The notation here differs from [Raibert and Craig 19811 in many places. Note especially
that the parameters for s j (mode selection) are reversed from [Raibert and Craig 19811
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Figure 4.2: Conceptual Organization of Hybrid Controller
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T W X = wrist displacement, [bz, by, 62, bO,, bO,, bO,lT

= kinematic transformation from

= force transformation from

TW to T F

T W to T F

[JLR]= 3 x 3 rotation matrix from T W to 3°F

P

= vector from the origin of

T W to the origin of T F expressed in TW

V

= vector from the origin of

T F to the origin of TTV expressed in T F

I< = 6 x 6 Stiffness matrix for the wrist sensor
T F X = position feedba,ck in task frame coordimtes
TFF= force feedback in task frame coordinates

At this point, the feedback is partitioned into position feedback and (implicit)
force feedback. The mode selection vector S specifies which degrees of freedom are
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to be force controlled (indicated by s j = 0) and which are to be position controlled
( s j = 1). The mode selection matrix is defined by:

-

s1
s 2

[S]= diag(S) =

'93
.

-

a

.

0

Partitioned force and position feedback are found by:

Xp = IS] YFx]

FF = ([I1- IS])
Finally, the error signals are found as:

where the subscript d denotes the desired values.
Position and force errors are multiplied by proportional and derivative gains:

where:

[lipp],[I(pd],[Kjp],and [I(jd]
= 6 x 6 proportional and derivative feedback matrices
for position and force directions
V d = desired velocity
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X, and F, = derivative feedback found from Xe,;- X,,;-1 and XeYi
- XeVi-l

These control signals are transformed back into the wrist frame:

where:

[K]-' = inverse of wrist stiffness matrix
These signals are next cast into matrix form

T " ' ~ s ,T ' Z 7 ~ sand
,
T W ~ s and
,

con-

verted into joint space:

where:

[J]-'

=

Inverse Jacobian of the manipulator

Robot joint angles are moved with velocity input a.nd also comply with force
errors:

(odes);

= (odes);-'

+ ( q ~$) (qf
~ );

(4.16)

The robot must also compensate for deflection in the wrist for positional control:

(ore,);

The joint angles (Ore,);

= (8des)i

+ (%I;

(4.17)

are updated and sent to the robot joint controller each

interrupt (20ms). The joint controller has its own position feedback control which
servos at a much higher rate.
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Remote Frames

Any cartesian frame can be partitioned into force and position directions for the
hybrid control. Two obvious choices for the frame are the tool coordinate frame (T6),
and a world coordinate frame with origin at the end of the manipulator. However,
control is not limited to these two frames. Any frame relative to the T6 frame or the
world coordinate frame can be used.
Figure 4.3 shows some examples of using remote task frames. In 4.3 (a), motion
for turning a crank can be specified. in a frame fixed to the cranlr with origin at the
manipulator wrist (frame C), or a task frame aligned with the axis of rotation of
the wrist (fra,me TF). In terms of control, turning the csanl< in ea,ch frame can be
specified as:
Frame C
Position

Fra.me T F

Force
fz

=0

Position

Force
fs

=0

In both cases, the specified motion is valid throughout the motion of the crank.
Specifying the motion in fra.me C , motion is given in t,lle ta.ngentia.1direction to the
rotation of the crank. Compliant motion control is lleecled to keep the manipulator
on a circular trajectory and to compensate for any discrepa,~lcieshetween the environment and the model used to generate the trajectory. By specifying the motion in the
task frame TF, the motion of turning the crank becomes a simple rotation about the
natural axis of rotation of the crank. The compliance of the system is only needed to
compensate for model errors.
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(a)
Figure 4.3: Remote Task F ~ a . ~ i e s
In 4.3 (b), motion for pivoting a box into face-fa.ce conta.ct with a surface is
specified in a frame with origin a t the wrist point of the robot, with the z-axis aligned
with the surface normal (frame C), or a remote task fsa.me with origin a t the point
of contact, and the z-axis aligned with the surface norilia1 (frame TF). Motion is
specified as:
Frame C
Position

Force

Frame T F
Position

v, = 0

v, = 0

vy = 0

PjY

id,

= -0,

Wy

=0

W*

=0

Force

=0

In this example, both cases require the same compliant n~ot~ion
specification. However, unless surface friction is high, the motion in task fra.me C will cause the contact
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Figure 4.4: Rotations about frames C and TF
point to change, while the compliant control compensates for the changing normal
forces. Motion in task frame TF will maintain the position of the contact point (see
figure 4.4).
From these examples, it is evident that at certain times the use of a remote task
frame is desirable. However, there are drawbacks to using frames that a.re located far
from the wrist point of the robot.
T h e wrist sensor is located at the end of the robot. Control about a frame with
an origin that is far from the end of the robot can become unstable due to the amplification of sensor noise. Also, small motions in the ta.sl<frame a.re transformed into
large motions at the end of the manipulator. The combination of sensor noise amplification and large motions of the robot presents a natural limit to the distance that
the task frame can be located from the end of the manipula.tor. However, decreasing
the system gains can make this motion stable

A brief study of the planar 3 degree of freedom ma.nipulator shown in figure 4.5
illustrates one of the more basic problems with using a remote frame for control. In
this simple manipulator, the sensors are located at the origin of the frame TW. The
control loop for controlling this manipulator in the fra.me locat8eclat the end of the
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t TF,
Figure 4.5: Three degree of freedom robot with long final link
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final link (TF) is simplified from the general hybrid control presented previously, and
is shown in figure 4.6. To transform the sensor readings from the sensor frame (TW),
a linearized coordinate transform is used as shown below:

To transform back to the wrist frame,

If there is no input except for sensor noise (see figure 4.7), the control loop can
be compressed so that:

where:
T

X d = desired position (input to PLANT block) = [sxd, 6yd, 60d]

T F X = noise - output
K S X 3= gain matrix =

I: :I:
0

k,

0

substituting equation 4.18 for [ T ~ Tand
] equation 4.19 for [ T F T ]leads to:

It can be seen that increasing the distance l3 increases the off diagonal term, which
can destabilize the system. A simple solution for this particular problem is the equate

k, and ke. However, this solution does not adapt to the G-DOF system.

NOISE

+

y*
T F ~

-

COORDINATE
TRANSFORM

P
CONTROL

COORDINATE
TRANSFORM
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5-

-> PLANT -

OUTPUT

Figure 4.7: Noise Input
Although the formulation of this problem for the 6-DOF manipulator is much
more complex, increasing the distance of the remote task frame has the same effect
of effectively increasing the control gains, which destabilize the system. A simulation
of the 3-DOF system is presented below, and experimenta.tion on the remote system
follows.

Simulation of 3-DOF Arm
A simulation of the 3-DOF arm has been constructed, using SIMULAB (The Math
has no input except
Works, Inc., Natick, Mass). The purely kinematic sin~~ilation

for white noise. Note that the effect of dynamics is not included in this simulation.
However, dynamic effects would further destabilize the system, a.s dynamic motions
would effectively increase the input "noise" signal, unless the system were effectively
damped.
Model parameters are shown in table 4.1.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the model output with stable gains and l3 = 0.
Figure 4.10 shows the simulation with the final link length still zero, but an offdiagonal gain introduced into the position of (k, - kO)l3. hen this term is increased
t o 120, the system becomes unstable. For this plot, the value of the off-diagonal term
is 110.
The displacement of the task frame from the wrist sensor ca.n be shown to be
similar t o increasing the off-diagonal term. Figure 4.11 shows tlie simulation with l3
increased to 120. Here, the system is again nearly unstable. Bolvever, from the above
analysis, the system should remain stable for l3 as long a s 220. The lack of stability
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I noise (trans.) I 0.1 I
I

t-=?i
I

noise (rotat.)
(variance)

0.01

Table 4.1: 3-DOF Model Pa.ra.metess
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is attributed to the non-linear terms that exist in the simulation.
The system stability can be restored by reducing the gain values. However, this
will degrade the system response time. Figure 4.12 shows the system simulation with

l3 = 120, but the gains reduced by half. This system is considerably more stable.
Local stability of the 3-link planar manipulator is studied empirically by computing the closed-loop eigenvalues of the linearized system about the starting position in
the above simulation. The procedure is similar to that followed in [An and Hollerbach
19871. Only positional control is addressed here (S = I in [An and Hollerbach 1987]),
so the results are compatible with the results of [Fisher ancl Muj taba 19921. Assuming
negligible joint velocities, the closed-loop system is described as
S i = ASx

(4.22)

where Sx = (Sq, Sq), the joint angles and joint velocities, a.nd the inertia matrix A is
described below. To convert to cartesian coordinates,

Noting that

However, the matrix J -+

0 for negligible joint velocities.

yields

where Sxl = (Sx, Sx), the cartesian position and velocity, ancl

Substitution into 4.22
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Assuming that the links have a homogeneous mass distl.ibution, the inertia matrix
for the 3-link manipulator is defined by:
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Figure 4.13: Root locus for 3-link rnanipi~lator

Using the da.ta from the simulation above, the eigenvali~esA' can be found for
varying lengths of 13. The root locus is shown in figures 4.13 and 4.14. For large
values of 13, the eigenvalues are located very close to the origin, and the system is
marginally stable. Additional unmodelled elements of the systern will cause the roots
to move into the right half plane, causing instability.
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Experimental Results
Using the teleprograrnrning remote site system, experiments were conducted using
remote task frames. The hybrid control works well using ta,sli frames located near
the wrist sensor of the robot. As the task frame becomes more and more remote,
however, the performance degrades.
Instability in the 3-DOF model was defined as when joint angles deviate sharply
from the desired values, and do not return to the desired va.lues. For safety reasons,
instability in the physical robot system is interpreted only as significant motions
away from the desired position. With the task frame 1oca.hecl a.t the robot wrist,
the system becomes unstable when the corresponding off-diagonal term of the gain
matrix increases above 30,000. This gain is large because the noise level of the wrist
sensor is much smaller than in the 3-DOF model above, a.nd the addition of derivative
gains in the control loop adds stability to the system. Figure .4.15 shows the cartesian
deflections for this experiment. Notice that all three cartesian directions are effected
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Figure 4.17: Cartesian Deflection, I = 30m, Reduced Gains
by the off-diagonal gain.
Figure 4.16 shows the robot controlled in a task frame tra.nslated 30m from the
robot wrist in the z-direction of the tool frame. The x- a.nd y-direction displacements vary greatly from the desired position. The z-direction, however, is relatively
unaffected by the change, as there is no amplifica.tion of noise in this direction. By
reducing the gains by half, the motion of the manipulator is retluced by an order of
magnitude (figure 4.17).

Conclusions
Hybrid position/force control using an instrumented complia.nt wrist for sensory feedback is effective for controlling a robot manipulator in a pa.rt,ia.llyI;nown, unstructured
environment. The impact of expected and unexpected collisions is absorbed by the
wrist, which allows interaction with the environment when the robot servo interrupt
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is only 20ms. Mode switching (position mode for free directions. force mode for constrained directions) is not a problem with this system. Arl~itrarytask frames can
be used with this control structure. The system remains stable using arbitrary task
frames unless the frame becomes distant from the wrist (apl~rosimately30m in the
current system). When a reniote frame is used, it is recoirlrrlended that the system gains be reduced. The system will then remain stable, but control will be less
responsive.

Improved Instrumented Compliant Wrist ~ e s i ~ n t
Thomas Lindsay and Richard P. Paul
Abstract
Interaction between robot and environment is an extremely important aspect of
robotic research. Compliance helps reduce the impact effects of robot/environment
interaction. Hybrid position/force control is important in most robotic tasks; accurate position control is needed in unconstrained directions, and accurate force
control is needed in constrained directions. Force control can be more responsive with a compliant force/torque sensor, but positional accuracy is reduced with
compliance. An instrumented compliant wrist device can be used to achieve both
responsive force control and accurate position control.
The wrist is connected in series between the end of the robot and the tool, and
is designed to partially surround the tool, thus reducing the distance between the
end of the robot and the end of the tool. The wrist device uses rubber elements for
compliance and damping, and a serial linkage, with potentiometers at each joint, is
used for sensing the deflections produced in the wrist.
This document describes the newest version of the instrumented compliant wrist,
including modifications and improvements to the wrist described in "Design of a
Tool Surrounding Compliant Instrumented Wrist", available as tech report MS-CIS91-30, GRASP LAB 258 from the University of Pennsylvania. Changes include a
more protective sensing linkage structure and improved electronics. The compliance,
kinematics, and accuracy of the wrist are presented. Also, software for determining
the wrist transform, and plans for the wrist are given.

h his material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.
BCS-89-01352, "Model-Based Teleoperation in the Presence of Delay." Any opinions, findings, conclusions
or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1: The Tool-Surrounding Instrumented Compliant Wrist

Introduction
The wrist outlined herein is a solution to a complex problem: compliance in a robot wrist
is desired t o reduce the effect of impacts between the robot and the environment, and to
create a more responsive force control. However, a compliant wrist by itself limits the
effective stiffness of the manipulator in position control, and the exact position of the end
of the wrist (and thus the environment, when in contact) is lost [7]. By instrumenting
the wrist as described here, both problems are overcome: active control can be used to
increase the stiffness of the system, and the position transform of the wrist is sensed.
IJsing the instrumented wrist as a compliant forceftorque sensor leads t o more responsive
force control than with a stiff sensor [ S ] , and more accurate position control than with a
compliant wrist [$I.
The wrist is overall 4.25 x 4.25 x 3.0 inches high (108 x 108 x76 mrn). A 1.75 x 1.75
inch (44.5 x 44.5 mm) tool can be mounted inside the wrist to a depth of 2.5 inches (63.5
mm) maximum, depending on the desired flexure of the wrist.
This report is organized as follows: section 2 outlines the compliance of the wrist, and
how it can be modified with different compliant elements, section 3 describes the sensing
linkage kinematics, section 4 is a short analysis of the accuracy of the wrist, section 5
contains a simple software routine to compute the wrist transform, section 6 contains the
mechanical and electrical plans for the wrist, and section 7 gives a conclusiori including
current research using the wrist and future work on the wrist.

Figure 2: Compliant Structure

2

Compliant Structure

The compliant structure of the wrist is composed of 12 rubber elements, which provide
compliance and a small degree of damping. Figure 2 shows the compliant structure design,
with the bottom plate (attached to the robot) fixed to the four aluminum blocks a t the
corners, and the top plate (where the tool is attached) fixed to the four compliant elements
(cylinders) at the top. The tool can be partially enclosed in the center of this structure.
The stiffness in each direction can be approximated as follows:

where K, and Ii', are the axial and shear stiffnesses of a single element, and L1 and L2
are shown in figure 3. This approximation uses the axial and shear stiffness of the rubber
elements as supplied by the manufacturer, but ignores any bending stiffness. Age and

Figure 3: Compliant Structure Measurements
wear for the rubber will also change the stiffness parameters, but this effect has been
ignored. For the rubber elements used, the axial stiffness I(, = 66.7 lb/in. (2.63 N/mm)
and the shear stiffness
= 12.0 lb/in. (.472 N/mm). The approximate compliance of
the wrist is tabulated below.
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The compliant structure is extremely modular. By exchanging the rubber elements
for ones of different properties, the stiffness of the wrist can be changed. For example,
the elements can be replaced with any of three similar elements produced by the same
manufacturer, or taken away entirely. If the stiffness approximation equations shown
above are broken down into individual element stiffnesses, the following equations apply
(see figure 4 for element placement numbers):

Below is a table of axial and shear stiffness for sample compliant elements. In the
current design, mount A is used for all positions on the wrist. Mount n occurs when no
mount element is used for a site.

Below are some examples of using different elements for the compliant structure.

Figure 4: Rubber Element Placement
Element :
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Comments
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Figure 5: Serial Linkage Chain

3

Linkage Kinematics

The sensing mechanism is composed of a serial linkage chain with potentiometers a t each
joint (see figure 5 ) . Voltage across the potentiometers is measured to determine the joint
angles. Using a simple forward kinematic formulation, the transformation between the
robot wrist and the end of the tool can be calculated. The kinematic skeleton of the wrist
is shown in figure 6.
T h e D-H parameters for the sensing linkage mechanism, shown in figures 7 and 8 are:

Figure 6: Kinematic Skeleton

Also needed is the transform between the end of the robot (Frame b) and the first link
frame:

Lo

0

0

11

where lI = l2 = 49.21mm.
With this information, a transform from the end of the robot to the end of the wrist
can be formed. A further transform from the end of the wrist to the end of the tool will
complete the transformation from the end of the robot to the tip of the tool.
Relating the (i - 1)th link frame to the ith link frame is a transform matrix of the
form:

Figure 7: Side view of linkage structure

Figure 8: Top view of linkage structure
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The link transforms for the wrist are:
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Multiplying the A matrices yields b ~ sthe
, transformation of the wrist.

4

Accuracy

Accuracy of the wrist can be broken into two areas: positional accuracy and hysteresis
effects. The positional accuracy is a function of smallest change in position that can be
sensed, and sensor noise. The hysteresis effects deal with the ability of the wrist to return
to a given position after it has been moved.

Figure 9: Sensor Data from Stationary Manipulator

Figure 10: Sensor Data from Free Space Motion

4.1

Positional Accuracy

The positional accuracy of the wrist is much improved with the addition of a signal conditioner. The potentiometer voltages are differenced from a mid-range reference voltage,
and amplified in the signal conditioner board, which is located in close proximity t o the
wrist itself in order to reduce the effects of line transmission noise. In order to assess the
positional accuracy, data from a stationary wrist, free-space motion, and sliding motion
(wrist sliding along a flat surface) is presented.
Figure 9 shows sensor data collected when the manipulator is stationary. The fluctuations in sensor data here are caused solely by electrical noise. T h e actual data is shown
in figure 9(a), and the distribution of this data, in histogram format, is shown in 9(b).
Figure 10 shows sensor data from a free-space constant velocity motion, with data
collected in the direction of motion. The data fluctuations here are caused by both the
electrical noise, as above, and the motion vibrations of the wrist/robot system.

Figure 11: Sensor Data from Sliding Motion
Figure 11 shows sensor data from a sliding motion, while the manipulator is in contact
with a surface. Data again is collected in the direction of motion. The fluctuations present
in this data result from the electrical and mechanical noise, as above, as well as additional
noise associated with the sliding motion. This sliding noise results from:
Non-ideal control laws which cause the normal force with the surface to fluctuate
slightly.
Non-homogeneous surface friction.
Coupling of orthogonal forces.
Although data for the sliding motion is highly dependent upon the control laws used for
such a motion, it has been presented here as an example of the positional accuracy that
may be obtained in a typical application.
Tabulated below are the statistical parameters from the three motions described above.

4.2

Hysteresis Effects

The non-zero mean in the no motion data is a n example of the hysteresis effects (data
from the wrist in motion is not expected to have a zero mean). Hysteresis effects account
for a large portion of the wrist inaccuracy. Factors that contribute t o the hysteresis are
the natural hysteresis of the rubber compliant elements, which is so small as to be barely
noticeable, and effects from friction of the potentiometers coupled with a small amount
of bending in the sensing linkage structure.
Tests show that the worst-case inaccuracy due to hysteresis is approximately .6 mm
(.025 in.) for translation and .0099 radians (.57 degrees) for rotation. It is clear that this
far outweighs the positional inaccuracy.

5

Wrist Software

Below is a listing (in C) for a subroutine to find the wrist transform. Note that in the
code, the following are defined:

/* Wristupdate (car-diffs)

*
*
*
*

Reads current angles of wrist sensor and computes the wrist
transform, also puts the difference of cartesian deflection (from
home position) in the array car,diffs[6]

*/

WristUpdate(car-diffs,tw)
float car-diffs [N] ;
struct transform tw;
.I
float cl,c2,c3,~4,~5,c6,
/* angle cosines */
sl,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,
/* angle sines */
ul1,u12,u13,u14,u21,u22,u23,u24,u31,u32,u33,u34~
v11,vl2,v13,v14,v21,v22,v23,v24,v31,v32,v33,v34;
float ang;
/* Link parameter values */
float 11 = 49.21, 12 = 49.21;
float dl = -25.00,d2 = 98.82,d3 = 17,86,d4 = 98.42,d5=49
float a6 = 49.21;

/* read joint angle from A/D board */

ang=rw-jang (I) ;
c2 = cos(ang);
s2 = sin(ang);

A2 * A3 * A4 * /
ull = cl * c2 * s3 * s4 - sl * c3 * s4 + cl * s2 * c4;
u12 = -c1 * c2 * c3 - sl * s3;
u13 = -c1 * c2 * s3 * c4 + s1 * c3 * c4 + c1 * s2 * s4;
u14 = -d4 * cl * c2 * c3 - d4 * sl * s3
- d3 * c1 * s2 - d2 * si + 11;

/* u =.A1

u31
u32
u33
u34

*

*, s3 * s4 - c2 * c4;
* c3;
* s3 * c4 - c2 * s4;
-d4 * s2 * c3 + d3 * c2 -

= s2
= -s2
= -s2

=

dl;

/* Wrist t r a n s f o r m * /
tw.n.x
tw.0.x
tw.a.x
tw.p.x

= - v l 1 * c 6 - v12 * s 6 ;
= - v i 1 * s 6 + v12
c6;
= -v13;
= -a6 * v l l * c 6 - a6 * v12

*

*

s 6 + d6

*

v13 + v14;

/* Compute r o l l , p i t c h , and yaw a n g l e s from wrist t r a n s f o r m */
noatorpy(&car,diff s [5] , & c a r - d i f f s [41 , & c a r - d i f f s [31 ,&tw) ;
car-diffs[O] = t w . p . x ;
c a r - d i f f s [I] = t w .p . y ;
c a r - d i f f s [ 2 ] = t w . p . z - 67.86; /* t o t a l w r i s t t h i c k n e s s */

Wrist Plans
6.1

General

The compliant structure and the sensing linkage are sandwiched between the top and
bottom plate. The compliant structure is connected to the bottom plate with four 8-32 x
112" countersunk machine screws, and to the top plate by the compliant elements. The
sensing linkage is attached to the top and bottom plates by two 8-32 x 1/SV countersunk
machine screws. The wrist is connected to the robot via a quick mount mechanism (Lord
Corporation, not shown), which bolts into the four 8-32 threaded holes in the bottom
plate. A 20-pin connector is also attached to the bottom plate.

Figure 12: Top Plate
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6.2

Compliant Structure

Figure 14: Compliant Structure - Exploded View
The 12 compliant elements are part number 1022-302A from Stock Drive Products1.
These elements have 8-32 x 318" threaded studs. Four of these must have one stud shortened to 3/16", one each attached to compliant structure piece 2. All elements connected
to compliant structure piece 1 are attached with 8-32 hex nuts.

'New Hyde Park, NY, (516) 328-0200. Stiffer elements are part numbers 1032-302B, 1032-302C, and
1022-302D.
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Figure 16: Compliant Structure Piece 2

6.3

Sensing Linkage

Potentiometers used a t joints 0, 2, and 5 are part number 381 N 1000 S; joints 1, 3, and
4 are part number RVG NAYSD 10 2 A from Clarostat Mfg. Co., I ~ c . Potentiometers
~.
are attached to linkage pieces with 4-40 x 114" hex head machine screws and 4-40 flat
washers. Each potentiometer has an additional shaft bearing, part number I<-FBB-214
from Small Parts, I ~ c . ~

Figure 17: Sensing Linkage - Exploded View

'Dover, NH, (800) 872-0042.
3R4iami Lakes, FL, (305) 557-8222.

Figure 18: Linkage Piece 1

Figure 19: Linkage Piece 2

Figure 20: Linkage Piece 3

Figure 21: Linkage Piece 4

Figure 22: Linkage Piece 5

6.4

Electronics
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Figure 23: Wrist Power and Connections
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Figure 24: Wrist Electronics
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Figure 25: Signal Conditioning Board

Figure 26: Exploration and locomotion application (courtesy, P. Sinha)

Conclusion and Future Work
The wrist outlined here is currently in use in the GR.ASP lab. Projects using the wrist
include "Teleprogramrning: Towards Delay-Invariant R.emote Manipulation" [2], "R.obotic
Exploration of Surfaces with a Compliant Wrist Sensor" [6], and "Sirnlifying Tool IJsage
in Teleoperative Tasks" [4]. Figure 26 illustrates the previous wrist design in use exploring
the environment4. Figure 27 shows the robot/wrist holding an impact wrench, undoing a
bolt. Figure 28 shows the Penn Hand attached t o the wrist, using artificial intelligence to
learn object grasping techniques. The wrist has been shown to be a useful force/torque
sensor for hybrid position/force control implementations[3].
Two major improvements to the wrist would improve the usefulness and accuracy.
First, determination of the complete 6x6 stiffness matrix for the wrist would both improve
the accuracy of force control algorithms and characterize the effects of the coupling of
orthogonal forces. This would lead to more accurate control. Second, the accuracy of
the sensing linkage could be improved by using resolvers instead of potentiometers at the
linkage joints, or possibly substituting a parallel sensing linkage structure using LVDTs
as position transducers.
4 N ~ t that
e
application pictures shown in this section are actual implementations of the previous wrist
design

Figure 27: Impact wrench attached to wrist

Figure 28: Penn Hand attached to wrist (courtesy, M. Salganicoff)
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Abstract
The teleprogramming paradigm has been proposed as a means to efficiently
perform teleoperation in the subsea environment via an acoustical link. In
such a system the effects of both limited bandwidth channels and delayed
communications are overcome by transmitting not Cartesian or joint level
information but rather symbolic, error-tolerant, program instructions to the
remote site. The operator interacts with a virtual reality of the remote site
which provides immediate visual and kinesthetic feedback. The uncertainty
in this model can be reduced based on information received from the slave
manipulator's tactile contact with the environment. It is suggested that
the current state of the model be made available t o the operator via a
graphical display which shows not only the position of objects at the remote
site but also, through the use of color clues, the uncertainty associated
with those positions. The provision of uncertainty information is important
since it allows the operator to compromise between speed and accuracy.
An additional operator aid, which we term synthetic fixturing, is proposed.
Synthetic fixtures provide the operator of the teleprogramming system with
the teleoperation equivalent of the "snap" commands common in computer
aided design programs. By guiding the position and/or orientation of the
master manipulator toward specific points, lines or planes the system is able
t o increase both the speed and precision with which the operator can control
the slave arm without requiring sophisticated hardware.

1

Introduction

Teleoperation is the performance of work at a distance 1251 and involves an
operator controlling the force or displacement of a slave manipulator while
receiving both visual and kinesthetic feedback. We wish to be able t o perform subsea teleoperation tasks by having a human operator, located either
on a boat or ashore, control a manipulator located on an unmanned untethered submersible. Unfortunately, the only suitable long-range underwater
communications systems are low-bandwidth, delayed, acoustical links (81.
The problem therefore is to perform a teleoperation task successfully despite
the fact that communication delays on the order of seconds exist between
the operator and slave sites and bandwidth requirements limit the amount
of data which may be transferred between sites t o less than 10Kbit/s. The
teleprogramming concept, developed by Paul, Funda, and Lindsay, provides
a way t o overcome these limitations [ll, 18, 121.
In such a system it is assumed that sufficient sensor data has been received
from the slave site so as to enable the construction of a model of the remote
environment. By using this model at the master station we can create a
simulation of remote environment with which the operator can interact both
visually and kinesthetically. The operator's actions are transformed, in real
time, into a sequence of robot program instructions which, when executed
by the remote manipulator, seek t o mimic the operator's actions.
It is recognized that the initial sensor data will be inaccurate. Small discrepancies between the model and actual world can be accommodated by
allowing compliant motions which are within some pre-specified tolerance
of the simulated motion. Larger discrepancies can be detected by including force and velocity limits along with the robot program commands for
execution by the slave.
In this paper we consider how large discrepancies between the real and
simulated worlds might be reduced by making use of information gained
from the slave manipulator's kinesthetic interaction with the environment.
By making use of a flexible compliant wrist, standard end-effector tools could

be used as probes to gather data. However, merely updating the model is not
sufficient because the operator also needs some indication of the positional
uncertainty of objects. It is proposed that color clues be employed to aid the
operator in compromising between the fast, but risky, approach of directly
manipulating objects whose position is uncertain and the slow, but safe,
method of feeling out the position of each object before attempting to work
with it.
We also consider the problem of increasing the precision with which the
slave manipulator is operated while simultaneously increasing the speed with
which the operator can control it. To solve this apparent contradiction we
propose employing "synthetic fixtures" where the system actively guides the
motion of the master arm along one, or more, degrees of freedom such that
it conforms to pre-defined and task-dependent geometric primitives.

2

Teleprogramming

The problems introduced by a significant communications delay are solved
by decoupling the master and slave systems (see Figure 1). The operator interacts, not with the remote manipulator, but instead with a virtual reality
of the robot and its task. When the operator moves the master manipulator
the graphical image of the slave moves immediately within the virtual environment. Thus the operator has the impression that he or she is controlling
a robot without any time delay.
When a collision is detected in the virtual world the operator's commanded
motions are filtered so as to prevent further motion in the negative direction
of the contact normal. In this way kinesthetic feedback is provided t o the
operator as the master arm will no longer move to penetrate the surface.
The arm may be slid over a contact surface by simply maintaining a force
on the master arm in the negative normal direction of that surface. If the
arm, or object it is carrying, then comes into contact with other surfaces
additional constraints are imposed on operator inputs. Using such a system
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Figure 1: The teleprogramming system - high bandwidth local feedback
loops exist at both the master and slave stations
it is relatively simple to perform tasks such as exploring the inside of a box
entirely by feel.
As the operator performs the task at the master station (see Figure 2) his
or her task interactions are monitored and translated into robot instructions
which are sent to the manipulator at the remote site for execution. These
instructions take the form of "execution environments" which specify:
1. A task frame

2. Displacement control and force control
3. Pre-load forces for force control directions

4. ~ u a r dforces and velocities

5. The compliance state to assume upon successful completion
Since these commands are at a relatively high level they are well suited to
transmission over a low-bandwidth acoustical link. The slave manipulator,
by executing these instructions, attempts to mimic the actions of the operator. The instructions which involve contact interaction with the task

Figure 2: Photo of the master station
are "guarded moves" [17]in which motion or force exertion are terminated
by either a reaction force or resulting motion. By continuously comparing
its motion with these prescribed tolerances the slave is able to detect cases
where its motion significantly differs from that predicted by the master station. When such an error occurs the slave pauses execution and advises
the master system which can then reset the graphical view presented to the
operator to correspond to the actual position of the slave.
Because operators interact with a virtual reality of the remote world they
are, to a large extent, insulated from the effects of the significant communications delay between the master and slave sites. However, when an error is
detected at the remote site the slave must transmit a message to the master
and then wait until new instructions are received - this will take a minimum of one whole round-trip communications delay. Thus, if we are to
perform tasks efficiently it is important that the number of such errors be
minimized. This can be achieved using two complimentary approaches. The
first is t o continuously update the master's model of the slave site as new in-

formation becomes available (thus minimizing the discrepancy between the
real and virtual worlds). The second method is to make the operator aware
of cases where errors are likely to occur by providing a visual indication of
uncertainty.

3

Interacting with the World Model

It is generally recognized that the efficient performance of teleoperative tasks
in a delayed environment requires the use of some form of predictive or preview display [2, 5, 141. In the teleprogramming system this is accomplished
by maintaining a model of the remote environment at the master station
and displaying a graphical representation of that model t o the operator.
It is assumed that an initial, imprecise, world model could be constructed
prior to the initiation of a teleprogramming session using sensor data collected from the remote site. The uncertainty in this model can then be
reduced during the teleprogramming session using information gained from
the slave manipulator's kinesthetic interaction with the environment. The
emphasis on kinesthetic, rather than other sensors, is motivated by the necessity of operating in real-time over a low bandwidth acoustical link as well
as by the relative immunity of physical contact-based sensing to
vagaries of seawater composition" [13]. Rather than using a specialized touch
sensor 1211 the intention is that the current end-effector tool be used as a
probe [24]. By equipping the slave robot with a flexible compliant wrist [19]
it is possible to detect contact between the tool and the environment.
Since data from the remote site will itself be uncertain we can never know
exactly the position of any object. Instead the system must combine a priori
knowledge with available information from the remote world to generate a
"best estimate" as to the current state of the environment. Given multiple
contacts with an object we can, using a least squares type of approach,
generate an updated estimate of its position
For example, consider the simplest case

-

a single plane. Define the plane

by the set of all points, q, which satisfy:

where v is a unit normal to the plane and k is the distance from the origin
to the closest point on the plane. Now, let c l , cz, . . .,CN be the points at
which the plane has been contacted. The distance from each contact point
t o the plane is then:
c ~ . v -k
Thus an improved estimate of the plane's position may be determined by
finding v and k which minimize:

subject t o the constraint that v is a unit vector
This may then be solved as an eigenvalue problem [7, 31.
Since the initial graphical model is imperfect it is not sufficient to merely
provide the operator with information about the position of objects in the
environment. Consider, for example, the case where an operator is attempting t o place a wrench over a bolt head. In such a situation the operator must
make a choice between the direct approach of simply applying the wrench to
the nut or, alternatively, the more conservative method of feeling around the
object first to accurately locate the position of the nut before attempting to
place the wrench over it.
To aid the operator in making such a decision we propose using color clues
t o discriminate between objects with differing levels of uncertainty. These
clues could be based directly on the positional uncertainty of each object
or alternatively, and perhaps more importantly, they could be based on the
probability of successfully interacting with each object. For example, if the
operator were to select a torque wrench the system could color bolt heads
according t o the probability that the wrench could be successfully placed
over them.

By continuously updating the world model and by displaying uncertainty
information t o the operator we can guide them in choosing where next t o
move the slave robot. However, merely helping the operator choose where
to move next is not enough - we must assist the operator in actually moving
to those chosen locations. Synthetic fixtures provide just such an operator
aid.

4

Synthetic Fixtures

We are interested in designing a system which will allow an operator to
control the slave manipulator in a very precise manner (as may be required,
for example, when parts are to be mated together). One approach to this
problem is to improve the visual information avaliable to the operator. This
could be achieved by using stereo systems [9], by providing additional visual
clues with the addition of shadows and textures [26] and by superimposing
visual enhancements onto the viewed scene [16]. A second, complimentary,
approach is t o improve the "feel" of the master arm by using improved
hardware [20]. The problem is that no matter how realistic the graphical
simulation is and no matter how perfect we make the master arm we will
still be limited by the accuracy of the human operator.
Consider, by way of example, the situation where an operator wishes to
move the slave robot along a straight line in Cartesian space - as may be
required during the task of mating two parts. The problem is that its very
difficult for the operator to move the master arm in a perfectly straight line
- even if the problem is reduced t o only two dimensions it is still very hard
- consider trying to draw a straight line without using a ruler. One possible
solution is t o have the operator define starting and ending points and then
have the system generate commands for motion between them. This could
be accomplished with the "position clutch" described by Conway et al [6].
However the operator must still correctly specify the starting and ending
points.

This is, in some sense, analogous to the problem faced by computer aided design (CAD) programs where its very difficult, for example, for a user to draw
a line which exactly meets another line. In CAD systems this is overcome by
the use of a "pseudo pen location" [23] or "precision point assignment" [15]
or, more recently, the "osnap" command [I]. These solutions to the precision
problem all work by moving the cursor, not t o exactly where the operator
pointed, but rather t o where the system thinks the operator intended.
What is needed for teleoperation is similar feature which provides kinesthetic
as well as visual feedback.
We propose using a concept we term synthetic fixturing to bring these ideas
to the telerobotics domain. In essence we suggest giving the operator a kind
of virtual ruler - a device which allows the operator t o feel, as well as see,
the relationship between the current end-effector position and a number of
pre-defined t ask-dependent geometric primitives. Since we are working in a
computer-generated virtual environment we're not limited just to physically
realisable rulers. For example we should be able to assist the operator in
maintaining a spatial position and/or orientation within a particular plane,
or along a specified line, or within a particular region. In many cases it is
unnecessary for the operator t o explicitly request that a synthetic fixture
be activated since the system can infer which fixtures are appropriate based
on the location and current state of the end effector. For example, when
the operator moves a torque wrench near a bolt the system could activate
a fixture to guide the wrench along a line normal to, and centered on, the
top surface of the bolt.
Tactile feedback has been employed in a number of telerobotic systems,
however these have typically focussed on providing the operator with forces
derived from the physical interaction between objects. These forces were
either attractive, as in the case of molecular docking [22] or repulsive, as in
the case of collision avoidance [4]. Synthetic fixturing differs from these in
that it presents the operator with task-dependant tactile clues which have
no direct physical analogy.

It is important that the addition of the fixturing capability not impose undue
restrictions on the operator. It should be possible, for example, for the
operator t o move a torque wrench past a bolt without being forced into a
vertical position over it. Thus, we would like a system which compromises
between providing as much aid as possible to the operator when its needed
and yet is as unobtrusive as possible when not required.
Fixturing is accomplished by giving the manipulator a tendency to drift,
in one or more degrees of freedom, toward a predetermined value. The
trick is to make the force sufficiently large that an operator who wishes to
make use of the fixture can just relax and let it pull their hand along and
yet sufficiently small that an operator who wishes to move in a different
direction can still get there - they just need to push a little harder.

In our implementation the master manipulator is position controlled. When
fixturing is not active the arm is servoed by reading the force of the operator
( using a six-axis wrist-mounted force/torque sensor ) and computing a new
Cartesian set point for the arm motion based on those readings. Fixturing is
implemented by computing the distance from the end-effector t o the fixture
and then altering the set point based on that distance. For example, consider
the case of a planar fixture where orientation is not controlled.
The fixture plane is defined by the set of all points q which satisfy:

where p is some point on the plane and v is a unit normal t o the plane. In
this case the displacement, h, from the calculated set-point, e, t o the plane
is just:
h=((e-p).v)v

A modified set point is then calculated (see Figure 3) with the simple function:

The actual choice of fixturing function is somewhat arbitrary but the above
equation provides stable operation with the desirable property that the ap-
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\

New calculated set point

.@_____.__._...
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....-,..-

Fixture Plane
\.--.--.---.-.---.--.-..-Figure 3: A planar synthetic fixture

parent force felt by the operator increases as the end effector moves closer
t o the fixturing plane.
It seems intuitively clear that the speed with which an operator can move
will increase as the required accuracy decreases and indeed this has been
found t o be the case. The time taken for an average human to perform a
motion is approximately proportional t o log(d/ W), where d is the distance
t o be moved and W is a measure of the desired accuracy [lo]. Thus, in the
teleprogramming system, we can increase the rate a t which an operator can
work by decreasing the accuracy with which they must move. The use of
synthetic fixtures allows us t o do this without compromising the positional
accuracy of the slave.
Synthetic fixturing has an additional, more subtle benefit. As the system
observes the operator's actions it must interpret the operator's input and
transform that into a command sequence for execution at the remote site.
Now, if the operator complies with, for example, a line fixture then motion
of the master will be along a straight line and its obvious to the system
that this motion was what the operator desired. In the case where the
operator chooses t o deviate from the fixture path this will also be obvious
and the system can act accordingly. Without fixturing the system must
guess whether any deviation from a straight line is deliberate or merely
accidental.

5

Conclusions

The teleprogramming paradigm has been suggested as a means to efficiently
perform teleoperative tasks in the uncertain subsea environment. It is assumed that an imprecise model of the remote site is known before the teleprogramming session is initiated. That model can them be improved by using
information gained from the remote manipulator's kinesthetic interaction
with the environment. By making use of an instrumented compliant wrist it
is possible to obtain simple contact information using standard end-effector
tools.
The use of color clues to provide the operator with a visual measure of
uncertainty has been proposed. Providing users with information about
both the position and positional uncertainty of objects should enable them
t o compromise between the fast, but risky, approach of directly manipulating
objects whose position is uncertain and the slow, but safe, method of feeling
out the position of each object before attempting to work with it.
Improvements to the master station for teleoperation systems. have generally focussed on improving operator performance by providing more sophisticated master arms or improved visual displays. We propose synthetic
fixturing, where the master system actively guides the operator's motions
in one or more degrees of freedom, as a means of increasing precision and
speed without the need for sophisticated and expensive hardware.
The advantages of providing a synthetic fixturing capability for the master station seem quite clear - it aids the operator when needed and yet is
relatively unobtrusive when not required. By observing operator motions
the system can activate appropriate fixtures automatically and thus there
should be little need for additional operator intervention. The advantages
of adding color clues are, however, considerably more difficult t o quantify
and much more testing is required t o evaluate the merits of this operator
aid.
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Chapter 5
Parsing and Execution of
Semi-Autonomous Commands
The input to the remote system from the master consists of a stream of execution environments, each containing the commands necessary for a basic motion or action. The
language pa,rser/interpreter converts these commands into the robot control 1angua.ge.
Interpreting the generally simple commands from the master becomes a complex task
as the remote system must:
Deterlnine actual force and guard parameters from approximate or relative magnitude information sent by the master
Det errnine the criterion for meeting tolerance conditions
Determine stopping conditions (collision detection) from local environmental
conditions
R.eject noisy data caused by varying masses/surface frictionletc.
The command language itself is simple and straightforward. Free space motions
can be interpreted directly into the local robot control language. Motions into contact
and motions within contact are more complex, as tolerance checks must be performed,
and guard and force conditions, which are commanded only as approximate or relative
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magnitude information, must be converted into actual values. The guard information
is handled by the stopping conditions, discussed in section 5.4. Force information
is currently interpreted as constant values modified slightly to facilitate motions in
contact with the environment.
One of the important specifications imposed upon the remote system, as mentioned in chapter 3, is that the motions must keep pace with the master arm, so there
is no increase in the time lag between the master and remote system. In general,
however, a guarded move, which implies uncertainty, can not be executed in the same
time as the master motion. For example, a motion into contact with a surface may
be expected to travel 2 cm in 2 seconds. If, additionally, there is a tolerance of 2 cm
(which is currently implemented in the system), it is possible that the manipulator
must travel 4 cm to reach the wall. Traveling at the commanded velocity, this motion will be executed in 4 seconds, double the expected time, and the time lag will
increase. This problem is discussed in this chapter, and solutions are presented.
Various methods may be used to determine stopping conditions from local environmenta.1 conditions. Experimenta.1 procedures (EPs) could be used to determine
local environmental conditions [Sinha 19911, but this would require extra time, and
cause the remote system to lag further and further behind the master. However,
the remote site does not function well with simple constant parameters; parameters
which vary with current sensory data are required. Experiments have shown that
increasingly adverse conditions, such as higher surface friction and larger payload
masses tend to increase the level of noise in sensor feedback. Therefore, the way the
system compensates for dynamic parameters is to reject the noisy sensor data they
present, and to determine sensor events, such as collisions with the environment, by
large changes in the fluctuating data. Statistical methods are used for this purpose,
with the result of reliable stopping conditions and collision detection.
The interpretation and execution of commands for the teleprograniming remote
site system, developed as part of this research, will be outlined in this chapter. The
specific problems of tolerance checks and stopping conditions will be presented, including experimental results.
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5.1

Background

The concept of the guarded move was evident in Ferrell and Sheridan's supervisory
control: "At the primitive level, the language is constructed around a basic action:
a movement in a given direction terminated on the achievement of specified sensor
states, and/or a given distance moved." [Ferrell and Sheridan 19671, and this is implemented in the MANTRAN language [Barber 19671. Peter Will coined the phrase

guarded move as "a move until some expected sensory event occurs" [Will and Grossman 19751. It is important to note, though, that unexpected sensory states must
also be monitored, to prevent potentially damaging events. In both of the cases cited
above, the occurrence of a sensory state leads to branch statements. Because of the
impossibility of recognizing every possible sensor state and creating a branch for each,
and the fact that each branch may also rely on a guarded move, the idea of branching
has been eliminated in teleprogramming. If a guarded move succeeds (desired sensor
states are reached), a programmed post motion command sequence is executed, and
the remote site continues on with the next command. If a guarded move fails (undesired sensor states are reached), the robot stops all motion, sends information about
the error state and current manipulator position back to the ma,ster, and awaits a
corrective command sequence.
The coinmand execution stage also requires some adaptation to the remote environment. As Ferrell and Sheridan state, "Simply because predictions often are not
borne out and environments change, such feedback as there is [at the remote site]
must be able to modify the internal representation of the environment. In at least
this elementary sense, the system must be able to learn from experience" [Ferrell a,nd
Sheridan 19671. This is applicable to the research proposed here, in that the master
system does not have any dynamic or real-world information about the remote site.
The remote model of surface properties, for example, must be modified as informa.tion about the surface is gathered. Thus, the system is able to adapt to changing
conditions in the remote site environment.
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Task Frame Management
DefineVector(name; < vx, vy, v, > : ref-frame )
DefineTaskFrame(name : ref-frame; origin; x-axis; y-axis; z-axis)
UseFrame(frame)
Force Control
AssignMode(X,X,X,X,X,X) where X E (F,P)
Force(< v,, v,, v, >; < T,, T,, T, >)
GuardForce(< v,, v, , v, >; < T,, rY,
7, >)
GuardVelocity(< vx,v,, v, >; < w,, w,, w, >)
Motion Commands
Move(t ; < Px, P,, P, >; < dx, d y , $2 >)
Slide(t ; < Px, Py7Pz >)
Pivot(t ; < dx, 4, 1 4, >)
Special Commands
UseTool(too1name)
Grasp()
Release()
Table 5.1: The Teleprograrnrning Command Language

5.2

Command Language

Programs sent to the remote site are made up of execution environments. Each
execution environment contains information about the task frame, hybrid modes,
force preloads, guards, mot ions, and post-motion default parameters. Each environment may be simplified by using default parameters from previous environlnents if
no changes are necessary. Generally, the most complex environments a.re needed only
when contact states change.

5.2.1

Command Types

The current language command set is presented in table 5.1. The comillailds are
sorted into four categories. The task frame lnanagement commands allow a.rbitrary
fra,mes to be defined for use as the hybrid control task fra.me. The force control
commands a,re used for assigning the force/position mode directions for the hybrid
control, to a,ssign forces that the manipulator is to exert, and to set the guards for
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guarded moves. These guards can be either force guards, where the manipulator
moves until it senses a given force, or velocity guards, where the manipulator stops if
velocity limits are violated. In addition to these guards, there exist maximum force
and velocity limits that the manipulator cannot violate.
Motion commands are used to move the manipulator. When used in combination
with a force or velocity guard, the motion commands also imply a tolerance limit. If
the guard is violated before the tolerance is reached, an error message is generated.
Similarly, if a tolerance is passed without violation of the guard limits, an error
message is generated.
Finally, the special commands are used to control tools. The UseTool() command
identifies the tool being used, which may change the function of other commands (see
chapter 6). Grasp() and Release() are used to control a gripper.

5.2.2

Sample Execution Environment

An example of a typical execution environment is shown below. As noted previously,
many execution environments are much simpler, because they use default task frames,
force preloads, etc. from previous environments.

>> Execution

Environment #O

DefineVector(CP;<O.O,0.0,220.O>:EE)

DefineVector(X;<l.O,O.O,O.O>:EE)
DefineVector(Y;<O.O,l .O,O.O>:EE)

DefineTaskFrame(N:EE;CP;X;Y;?)
UseFrame(N)
AssignMode(P,P,P,P,P,P)

GuardForce(<O.O,O.O,-1.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
Move(5.0;<0.0,0.0,4.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
AssignMode(P,P,F,P,P,P)

Force(<O.O,O.O,l.O>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
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The first five commands of the execution environment define a new task frame
for use. Command 0.1 is used to define an origin for the frame, and commands 0.2
and 0.3 define two of the three axes for the frame. Notice that each of these three
vectors is with respect to the frame EE, which is a pre-defined frame located at the
end of the robot manipulator (End Effector frame). Once a frame has been defined,
other vectors and frames can be defined with respect to it. The task frame itself is
created with command 0.4. The newly created frame is then designated for use in
command 0.5. Command 0.6 sets all hybrid control modes to position control, which
is common for free space motion. A guarded move is defined in commands 0.7 and
0.8. The manipulator will move on the z-direction of the task frame, and expect to
stop on a force within a predefined tolerance of the specified motion. If and when
this force is sensed, conlmands 0.8 and 0.9, the post-motion commands, ivill come
into effect. The hybrid modes are reset to reflect the current contact state, and a
force is exerted in the normal direction to the surface. If the expected force is not
encountered, these post-motion commands are ignored and the remote system sends
an error message to the master and waits for new instructions.
If this execution environment is successful, the following execution envirolln~ent
can be carried out, which may make use of the current task frame and the post lllotion
hybrid modes and forces as defaults.

5.2.3

Real World Parameters

A close examination of the commands presented in section 5.2.1 reveals that there
is no reference to masses, friction, or any other real-world parameters. The master
operator works in a purely kinematic model of the world, and has no lcllowledge
of information such as surface roughness at the remote site. The remote system,
however, must be able to interact with the remote environment a.nd thus must be
able to compensate for these parameters.
Commands such as Force() and GuardForce() imply real-world parameters as they
are parsed. The GuardForceO command is very sensitive to contact states and surface
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conditions. As the manipulator slides along a surface, more information about the
surface can be gathered, and GuardForceO can use this information. This is possibly
the most important aspect of the command execution level: the ability of the system
to learn from the tasks currently executed in order to respond more intelligently to
the sensor inputs. Section 6 will discuss how models of the current sensor i~lputsare
used in order to identify abrupt changes (such as an impact with the surface) from
sensor noise. Sensor noise is defined roughly as the sun1 of electrical and ~l~echanical
noise, which can include the effects of surface friction and manipulator dynamics.
The Force() command supplies the remote site with a relative ma,gnit.udeof force
t o exert. The remote system interprets this magnitude as a constant value nloclified
by the contact state in order to facilitate sliding within contact. With only one
contact, the force value is the constant multiplied by the magnitude.

Wit11 two

contacts, each normal force is reduced slightly to reduce the overall force exerted
by the manipulator, in order to make sliding with two contacts simpler. The force
reduction factor is determined empirically; the current value used is 85%.

5.2.4

Example Program

Below is a simple program generated for execution at the remote site, followed by an
explanation of the program commands. The program is designed to move the manipulator, which has been fitted with a cubic end effector, into contact with a surface,
slide along this surface, and finally slide into contact with a wall. The esecutioil
of this program is illustrated in figure 5.9. It has been modified slightly from the
working progra,m for cla.rity.

0.0

>> Execution Environment #O

0.1 UseFrame(EE)
0.2

AssignMode(P,P,P,P,P,P)

0.3

GuardForce(<O.O,O.O,-1.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

0.4

Move(5.0;<0.0,0.0,19.5>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
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1.0

>> Execution Environment #I

1.1 Slide(2.0;<0.0,5.0,0.0>)
2.0

>> Execution Environment #2

2.1

GuardForce(<O.O,l.O,0.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

2.2

Slide(5.0; <0.0,-11.5,0.0>)

2.3

AssignMode(P,F,F,F,F,F)

2.4

Force(<O.O,-l.O,l.O>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

Execution environment #O contains the command to move the robot i~ianipulator,
which starts out above a surface, into contact with the surface. It also specifies what
the manipulator should do at the successful conclusion of the motion. The first step
of the program (0.1) is to specify the task frame in which the manipulator is to be
controlled. In this case, a pre-defined frame EE is used, which is the frame of the robot
end effector, centered at the wrist point of the robot and aligned with the box end
effector. Task frames can be constructed using the programming language, but this
has not been illustrated here. Hybrid control modes are set with the AssignMode()
command (0.2), which specifies that all cartesian directions in the franle EE are
to he position controlled. This is the usual mode selection when the manipulator
is in free space. The GuardForceO command (0.3) identifies that the il~ailipulator
will be expecting to stop on a force in the negative z-direction (in frame EE). The
implementation of this command is explained further in section 5.4. h4ove (0.4)
specifies the time for motion (5.0 seconds) and the distance to move the inanipulator
(19.5 cm.). A tolerance is built into this command, and this will he explained further
in section 5.3. Finally, another AssignModeO command (0.5) and a Force() comlnand
(0.6) specify how the manipulator is to react after contact has been achieved. In this
case, the control modes are switched so that the surface normal directioil is force
controlled, with a specified loading force, and rotations about the x- and y-axis are
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force controlled, with a specified torque of zero. With these modes, the box will
actually conform to the normal of the surface, even if the box end effector and the
surface were not initially aligned properly.
Execution environment #1 commands the robot to slide away from the wall.
The command is deceptively simple because the default states from the previous
execution environment hold. The task frame is still EE, the hybrid coiltrol inodes
carry over from command 0.5, and the normal force remains applied. The Slide()
command is a simplified form of Move(), in that rotations are not specified. The
elements in a
similar command Pivot() can be used when there are no tran~lat~ion
move. The manipulator simply slides in the positive y-direction (away from the wall)

5.0 cm. in 2.0 seconds. No stopping forces are expected.
Execution environment #2 is very similar to execution environment #O.

As in

execution environment #1, the default task frame, hybrid modes, and forces are
still in effect. The manipulator is warned to expect a force in the y-direction, and
then commanded to slide towards the wall. After the wall is reached, the nlodes are
changed appropriate to the new contact state, and forces are specified in both surfa.ce
normal directions.
This simple program will be used to illustrate features of the remote robot system. Now that the use of the teleprogramming language has been described, the
implementation of motion commands and guards can be discussed further.

Tolerance
The human operator works in a model of the remote world, but the nlodel is only
accurate to some tolerance, e. Because the model may be built from sonas or video
scans of the remote environment, the tolerance may be quite large.
Motion commands Move(), Slide(), and Pivot() must all be able to conlpensate for
tolerance errors. As noted before, the tolerance level is crucial for the effectiveness of
the error message generation. However, there is a correlation between the effectiveness
of tolerance limits and the generated motion distance. If the expected liinit of the
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t

time

Figure 5.1: Generated Move for Guarded Motion
motion is the same magnitude or smaller than the tolerance, problems will result.

5.3.1

Interpreting the Motion Commands

There are two categories of Move()/Slide() commands. The unguardrcl move/slide
is used for all motions that are not expected to terminate by contactijlg a surface,
such as Execution Environment #1 from the above example. These r~iotionsinclude
free space motion and also motion in contact with a surface (general slidil~ginotions).
The interpreting of these commands is done simply by computing the cartesian velocity components (v,, v,, v,, v,,,~,vPtt,h,and v,,,)

in units of (mmlinterrupt ), and

converting the time into number of interrupts.

A motion that will be terminated by contact with a surface is called a guarded
motion. The motion is guarded in that a relatively small force is expected along the
normal to the surface, and motion will stop when this small force is encountered.

It is assumed that the distance to the surface (a wall, for example) is k11owi1 to a
tolerance ( r t c ) . The master site generates a guarded motion command that executes
in time t and moves the manipulator a distance of d
figure 5.1).
When the remote site interprets the command

+ E in the guarded clirection (See
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Figure 5.2: Executed Move for Guarded Motion

it first checks if there is a Guardforce0 command in the same commallcl packet. If it
is determined that the move is indeed a guarded move, the values of d , , ~r,, and t are
determined as:

The remote manipulator is then commanded to move at velocity

11

for time t. If

motion is terminated by sensing the guarded force after ( t - 27) and before t , the
motion is determined to be successful (see Figure 5.2).
If t , is the time of execution of a command for the master, and t , is the actua,l
time of execution for the remote manipulator,
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5 t,St,+T

t,-7otherwise,

0 5 t,LtcC7

In terms of d (the expected distance) and

if d 2 6,
d-€
tc(d)

<

E

(the pre-defined tolerance) instead of

T,

d+t
te<tc(il)

otherwise,
0 It,
Examination of

<

(9
shows:
)

if d >> t, the time difference is negligible: t,

if d

6,

d+&
d

tc(-)

PZ

t,

the time difference may be noticeable: 0 5 te 2 2t,

if d << t, the time difference becomes impossible to work with: 0 5 t, 5

cx,

When t, is greater than t,, the delay lag between the master a,nd remote site increases. In order to eliminate the possibility of an unbounded lag, corrective measures
must be taken.
When d >> c, the change in lag time is not a problem. If d

= 6 , however, the lag

increase can be as much as t,. This increase in lag can be partially corrected in each
of the next moves by decreasing the time proportionally:

where 0.0

< Ii' 5 1.0 (0.9 has been used in experiments), and k = 1, . . . , n. \5'hen
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the time correction is no longer necessary. If, however, the lag again increases in
some of the next k moves, lag time can still increase. If the total time lag becomes
greater than T, where T is the communication delay time, a signal should be sent to
the master system for it to wait for the remote site to catch up.
When d

<< c , the lag time can increase without bound. In this ca.se, it is ap-

propriate t o stop the movement after 2t, and send an error message. The operator
can then take appropriate action. However, in order to prevent this situation from
arising, post-processing of commands at the master site may be beneficial, in order
to combine commands that are generated when a normal-length move is followed by
a very short-length guarded move.

Collision Detection
As the remote manipulator moves around its environment, its most important task
is to detect collisions. A collision may signal the correct termination of a command,
or may indicate an unwanted interaction with the environment that

111.3~7

damage the

manipulator. In the first case, it is important that all mode changes and contact
forces are quickly implemented, and the next command is started immediately. In
the second case, motion should be immediately termina,ted, and an error message sent
to the master. In both cases, it is important that the collision is detected cluickly.
Because the sensor readings have variations due to electrical noise and mechanical vibrations, detecting a sensor event from the standard fluctuations of signals is
difficult. When the manipulator is in free space, the sensor noise is relatively small
compared with the sensor readings for a collision. When the manipulator is sliding in
contact with a surface, however, the noise associated with the sliding fi.iction is quite
large. Using statistical methods, the same algorithm can be used to clctect collisions
in both cases.
A simple statistical algorithm has been developed, based in part u l ~ o nstatistical
methods developed for quality control of ongoing processes [Feigenbaum 19831. This
type of algorithm, which is used in manufacturing to determine if a production run
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Build Mean and Standard Deviation
from 1st n data points

I

Mth consecutive
time step that the
deviation criteria

from mean?

N

N
Update Mean and
Standard Deviation

Figure 5.3: Force Detection Algorithm
is "out of control" (in the sense that the manufactured parts no longer conform
to process or design specifications), assumes that the desired value of the tested
parameter remains constant. The methods used in this research relax this a,ssumption
slightly, and assume only that the process (sensor readings) mean1 \ \ r i l l attempt to
remain constant within a short time scale, or data window. As will Ile seen in the
experimental data, the short history of data does not conform to a normal distribution
about a constant mean as well as most statistical textbook examples.
The collision detection algorithm is shown in figure 5 . 3 . The mean and standard
deviation are built using a small history of data. The maximum thresliold is needed
for collisions that fail to be detected by the standard algorithm.
The mean and standard deviation models for the ith data point a,re built as:

-

1

f;=-

i-l

C

fj

j=i-n-1

h he actual value of the mean here is unimportant; the attempt is only to tliscctrn changes in
sensor readings that lie outside the normal bounds of fluctuations.
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where n is the window size (30 data points in current experimentation). When the
equation

has been satisfied M consecutive times, a collision is detected. Althougll this appears
to be a very stringent collision detection algorithm, in experiments it is very good
at rejecting spurious data and detecting collisions with only a small delay. If there
is a normal distribution of the data points about the mean, 99.7:3%' of the data
should fall within 3 standard deviations of the mean, until an event occurs which
causes larger deviations. However, the distribution of data points in experimental
sensor data is quite distorted. The standard deviation is still a useful llleasure of the
general characteristics of sensor data, and suitable values of N and !I1 can be found
experiment ally.

Experimenta1 Results
The experimental results presented here pertain mainly to collision detection. First,
the natural distribution of sensor data under various conditions is exa.iuiued; justification of the collision algorithm parameters is based on this data. Nest,. cla.ta collected
from execution of the sample program from section 5.5.2 is presented.

5.5.1

Data Distribution

Figure 5.4 shows sensor data collected when the lna~zipulatoris stationary. The
fluctuations in sensor data here are caused solely by electrical noise. 'I'he actual data
is shown in figure 5.4(a), and the distribution of this data, in histog~ainformat, is
shown in 5.4(b).
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Figure 5.4: Sensor Data from Stationary Manipulator

Sensor Rdmg(mrn)

(13)

Figure 5.5: Sensor Data from Free Space R'lotion
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Figure 5.6: Sensor Data from Sliding blotion
Figure 5.5 shows sensor data from a free-space constant velocity motion, with data
collected in the direction of motion. The data fluctuations 11el.e are caused by both
the electrical noise, as above, and the vibration of the wrist/robot system.
Figure 5.6 shows sensor data from a sliding motion, while the manipulator is
in contact with a surface. Data again is collected in the direction of motion. The
fluctuations present in this data result from the electrical a.ncl mechanical noise, as
above, as well as additional noise associated with the sliding motion. This sliding
noise results from:

Non-ideal control laws which cause the norma.1force with the surface to fluctuate
slightly.
Non-homogeneous surface friction.
Coupling of orthogonal forces.

Tabulated below are the statistical parameters from the three motions described
above.
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Figure 5.7: Free Space Sensor Data
mean

median

a

no motion

0.0247

0.0249

0.0040

free space

-0.0463 -0.0485 0.0173

slide

0.7510

0.9027

0.4685

Figure 5.7 shows a time history of the distribution of sensor data during a free
space motion. Figure 5.7(a) shows the data as a mesh plot, and figure 5.7(b) shows
the data as a contour plot. This data illustrates that the clistribution varies greatly
with time, and is often extremely distorted.
Figure 5.8 shows a time history of the distribution of sensor data during a sliding
motion. Although distorted a t the beginning of the motion, the distribution during
the bulk of the motion is more constant with time, and resembles a normal distribution
more than the free space motion.
Based on the experimental data collected and presented a.bove, appropriate values
of M and N for the collision detection algorithm have been determined. There is a
tradeoff between the reliability of the detection and the force that is exerted before
a collision is sensed. Currently, M = 4 is used for all collisions. This means that .08

seconds will generally pass between the time of collision and ttl~etime of detection.
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Figure 5.8: One Contact Sensor Data

At high velocities, however, the maximum threshold force may be reached before this
time, and motion will stop. For free space into one contact (0

-> 1) collisions, a

value of N = 3.0 is used. For one contact into two contact (1 -> 2) (and two contact
into three contact (2 -> 3) collisions, data not presented here), a value of N = 2.1 is
used. With these parameters, the reliability is above 90% for 0 -> 1 collisions, and
about 80% for other collisions, based upon 50 collision trials for each collision type.
When the algorithm fails, the manipulator will stop before the collision occurs. If it
violates the tolerance limits, an error is detected and can be corrected; otherwise the
manipulator is within a small distance of the surface, and usually can continue with
the program without problems. However, this problem needs further investigation.

5.5.2

Example Program

The example program presented in section 5.2.4 is illustrative of tolerance checks and
the collision detection algorithm (GuardForceO command). The experiment is shown
in figure 5.9. The manipulator, with a cubic end-effector, interacts with a flat surface

and a wall.
First, the manipulator executes a guarded move from free space into contact with
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1. Free space to
surface contact

*

2. Move away from
wall

///////////////////////

b

3. Move t o wall

.......................

4. Collision with
wall

k

Figure 5.9: Illustrative Experiment
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Implicit Force (mm)

timestep

Figure 5.10: Force Data
the surface. Then, the manipulator slides along the surface away from the wall.
Finally, another guarded move is executed to bring the manipulator into contact
with the wall. This experiment is designed to show the effectiveness of hybrid mode
switching (as contact states change), and the collision detection algorithm for a position controlled direction (force detection). Experimental results from the velocity
detection algorithm are presented in chapter 6 in reference to tool usage.
Figure 5.10 shows the implicit force data for the entire experiment. Data from (a)
to (b) corresponds t o the free space motion into contact with the surface, Execution
Environment #O in the sample program and (1) in figure 5.9 (data before point (a)
corresponds to no motion of the manipulator). Motion from (b) to (c) corresponds
to the move away from the wall, Execution Environment #1 and (2) in figure 5.9.
In this section (and all subsequent sections) of motion, the manipulator attempts to
maintain a constant contact force in the z-direction. There is no applied force in the
x-direction, forces in this direction arise from internal forces in the wrist caused by
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Figure 5.11: Free Space - One Contact Collision
coupling of cartesian directions. Ideally, the force in this direction would always be
zero in this experiment. The y-direction,force is caused by sliding friction; the force
is in the opposite direction to the motion.
Motion from (c) to (d) is a pause, not shown in the example program (implemented
as a Move() command with zero motion). Notice that the manipulator forces settle
slightly, but do not return to zero values. This illustrates one of the drawbacks of
the compliant wrist, in that internal mechanical coupling of the cartesian directions
leads to internal forces under common circumstances.
Motion from (d) to (e) is the sliding motion into contact with the wall, Execution
Environment #2 in the sample program and (3) and (4) in figure 5.9. Notice again
the sliding friction force, opposite in direction to the motion. Finally, motion from (e)
to (f) is another pause, while the manipulator is in contact with both the surface and
the wall. Applied forces in the z- and y-directions are interpreted as slightly smaller
than the z-direction force maintained previously, in order to fa.cilitate sliding motion
while in this 2-contact state. The x-direction force is again not intended.
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Figure 5.11 shows data from the first guarded move in the experiment. The
collision is detected after the compliant wrist compresses 0.2mm (slightly over 2N
force). The force deviates by over 3.0 standard deviations two other times during the
move, but returns within the limits before 4 time steps.
Figure 5.12 shows data from the second guarded move in the experiment. The
collision is detected after the wrist compresses approximately 0.275mm (under 2N
force).

5.6

Limit at ions

There are certain situation where the combination of tolerance checking and collision
detection will cause the system to identify an unsuccessful comma.nd execution as successful. One such situation is when an unexpected obstacle is next to a surface and
smaller than the tolerance (see figure 5.13). The manipulator will stop against the
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obstacle, and continue on as if it had successfully collided with the surface. Another
situation occurs during sliding motion when the surface friction is non-homogeneous.
The manipulator can mistakenly identify a change in friction as a surface collision.
When friction is very high, sliding motions may not be feasible. Finally, when approaching two surfaces simultaneously, the manipulator may conta.ct the surface which
is not the current goal first, which will cause the system to assume an error condition. Methods to reject these false detections have been developed[Donald 19881, but
need to be implemented in a path planning algorithm, and thus are not applicable
to the current situation. In this work, it is assumed that human intelligence in the
path planning will help to avoid some of these situations. In the other situations,
however, the compliance of the system and the size of the tolerance should both facilitate subsequent motions. It has been shown experimentally that in these situations,
subsequent commands tend to correct for this type of problem.

5.7

Conclusions

Because the commands that use tolerance limits are susceptible to delay problems,
it is likely that some post-processing of generated commands at the master site is
needed.
The collision algorithm presented here appears to be effective for all of the experimentation we have done. It is simple, yet well suited to detect wanted signals from
noisy sensor data. The delays caused by the algorithms are acceptable. Using this
method of collision detection, the system is adaptable to a wide range of conditions,
including changing surface conditions, velocity of impact, and tool mass. However,
because of the statistical nature of the algorithm, it is still not 100% reliable. For
instance, there is a limit to the amount of surface friction that the algorithm can
reject, based upon the maximum threshold force. However, a.s the surface friction
increases to this level, sliding along the surface becomes more difficult, to the point
where sliding is not practical.
The use of the GuardVelocity() command will be illustrated in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.13: Undetectable Error Conditions
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Chapter 6

Tool Usage
In order to increase the abilities of the teleprogramming system, the incorporation of
tools into the remote system is explored. This chapter presents a control methodology
for tools which does not increase the complexity of the human/system interaction,
and does not increase the quantity of sensors needed at the remote site.

A robot manipulator is greatly limited in its strength to accuracy ratio. For a
relatively low-strength robot to execute tasks which require more strength, powered
tools are used in conjunction with the robot. The precision of the low-power robot is
coupled with the strength of less-precise heavy tools. For this research, tools include
an impact wrench, which delivers more torque than the robot, and a winch that has
more lifting power than the payload capability of the robot.
Powered tools create extra degrees of freedom in the ma,nipulator/tool system.

A generalized system with redundant degrees of freedom creates a complex problem
for the huma.n operator to decide which degrees of freedom to control, or a complex computational problem if the decisions are made by the computer system. The
manipulator/tool system, fortunately, is not a genera,lized system. If the tool has a
natural axis of rotation or translation, the tool controls this degree of freedom, and
the corresponding degree of freedom of the manipulator is made passive.
The tools used are themselves sensorless. They rely on the sensors of the manipulator (in this ca.se, the instrumented compliant wrist sensor) for control feedback.
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Because of this, the complexity of sensors is minimized. However, each tool must be
controlled by the generalized sensor instead of a tool-specific sensor.
The implementation of two tools, a pneumatic-powered impact wrench and an
electric winch are presented in this chapter. The use of the GuardVelocity() command,
introduced in the previous chapter, is also presented here.

6.1

Background

Bolles and Paul used an electric screwdriver in their progranlmable assembly task
[Bolles and Paul 19731. Using the WAVE language [Paul 19771, the tool could be
controlled by forces monitored by the manipulator. In a sense, the tool was controlled
by guarded moves.
Although many industrial robots use tools, most are purely position controlled.
The tool is treated as a separate device, and the only use of the manipulator is to
move the tool into a required position and orientation. One notable exception is
robots used for deburring, where the robot needs a sense of f0rc.e from the deburring
task in order to determine the feed rate for the robot motion [Asada and Liu 19911.
There is a need for tool usage by teleoperated systems t o be addressed in terms of
modern telerobotic research. One of the main concerns is to create a manipulator/tool
system that is as easy to operate as the manipulator system by itself. A second issue
is to minimize the sensory burden at the remote site. These issues are addressed here.

Tool Control
The most important consideration for controlling tools in a teleoperated system is
not to increase the complexity of the human operator's task. However, a powered
tool adds complexity to the system.
Powered tools add degrees of freedom to the manipulator/tool system. For example, an impact wrench attached to the end of the manipulator adds a rotational
degree of freedom to the system (the natural rotation axis of the wrench). A winch,
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as another example, adds a translational degree of freedom in the direction of gravity.
These extra degrees of freedom of the system are redundant. Choosing the directions to control and those to become passive is normally an optimization problem.
Although straightforward, it is an iterative process, and therefore it is not often practical to solve this problem in real time. A generalized redundant system would be
difficult to control in real time. However, the tool's functionality prescribes that control by the tool of its own natural degree of freedom is necessary for proper usage.
This degree of freedom is automatically chosen as a direction to control.
When using a specific tool, a task frame can be a,ssignecl that aligns one cartesian
direction of tlle frame with the natural axis of the tool, and this direction is controlled
by the tool. For the robot manipulator, this direction becomes pa,ssive, and the system
redundancy is removed. Because of the functionality of the powered tool, and the
ability to use arbitrary task frames, control of the redundant manipulator/ tool system
is simplified.
The functionality of the tool is also important to the way the passive degree of
freedom is treated. For example, the impact wrench is a force controlled device.
The corresponding passive degree of freedom in the manipula.tor must be position
controlled, so that it will not move. The winch, on tlle other hand, is a position
controlled device. The corresponding degree of freedom in the manipulator is force
controlled with a force preload, so that the manipulator will coinply with the motion
of the winch and keep the cable taut.
From the human operator's station, the control of the manipulator/tool system
requires that a specific tool is chosen for use1. After this is accomplished, the operator can move the master arm around and see the tool working in the graphics
environment. Motions by the human operator in the natural axis of the tool are
used to control the tool. Some subtle changes are imposed on the feedba.ck to the
master arm. For example, control of the impact wrench is based on rotations about
the z-axis of the master manipulator's tool fra,me. In order to prevent unwanted,
' ~ o o lusage at the master site has not yet been implemented, and is beyond the scope of this
research
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accidental use of the wrench, a small amount of resistance to mot,ion in this direction
is programmed into the master arm controller. Therefore, only deliberate motions to
control the tool are accepted as input. The winch control is designed similarly, with
a further constraint that the velocity in the z-direction of the base frame is forced
to be constant when deliberate motions in this direction are sensed, simulating the
constant velocity of the winch. The human operator does not have to specifically
control the tools; inputs of motion in the tool direction is all that is needed.
After the tool has been specified for use, commands are automatically generated
in the same form as for non-tool actions. Motions, changes in contact states, guards,
etc. are in the same form. The remote site, notified that a specific tool is in use,
interprets these commands properly for the task.

6.3

Tool Sensing

The addition of a new sensor brings added complexity to the system. It must be
calibrated and properly implemented, and the system will depend on the new sensor
to work properly. Too many sensors become redundant, and sensor fusion techniques
become necessary to correlate different sensor input's. This is expensive in terms of
time and computational power, as well as expensive in terms of the physical sensor
devices. In order to simplify (and economize) the problem, all tool sensing feedback
comes from the instrumented wrist.
The use of sensory inputs for tool control is similar to the implementation presented in the previous chapter. Guarded moves terminate properly when expected
sensory events a.re encountered within the tolerance limits. Otherwise, motion is terminated in an error state. Gua,rded moves a.re generated a.utoma,tically by the master
system as required, in the same manner as a motion without tool usage. At the remote site, guarded moves may be interpreted slightly different,ly for tools. The tools
may generate greater levels of noise than normal, and the remote site must be able
to interpret sensor events from the noise. However, except for the noise level, the
guarded moves are essentially identical for tool or non-tool motions.
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Figure 6.1: Wrist Outfitted With Impact Wrench

6.4

Impact Wrench

An impact wrench has advantages over a conventional wrench used by the robot. It
can deliver much greater torque than the robot can by itself. The impact wrench
is easier to use than the conventional wrench, because no complex movements a.re
needed (however, most robot systems that use wrenches use electric or pneuillatic
wrenches which also do not require motion of the robot). Dra.wbacks t o using the
impact wrench include vibrations caused by the tool, and the need for a power source.
The use of the impact wrench is characteristic of other tools the robot may use, such
as drills and screwdrivers, which have the same natural asis of a notion.

The impact wrench used for this research is a 3/8" drive pneumatic wrench. It
accepts standard wrench sockets, but no provisions have been made in this system for
changing sockets. Mounted internally on the wrist (see figure 6.1), it creates an extra
degree of freedom with the same axis of rotation as the z-axis of the end effector frame
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(T6). By specifying the wrench in the UseTool() command, rotation about the z-axis
of T6 implies control of the wrench. The corresponding z-axis in the manipulator
is position controlled with no specified motion, and thus acts a.s a locked joint (no
motion allowed).
Inserting a bolt involves either sensing torques about the axis of rotation, or
sensing velocity in the bolt feed direction. A high torque, or zero feed velocity,
may indicate a jammed bolt or a properly seated bolt, so tolerances must be checked.
Removing a bolt requires that the outward velocity be monitored. When the outward
velocity goes to zero, the bolt is assumed to be fully extra,cted.
When the impact wrench is specified for use, the following parameters are automatically assumed:

The z-rotation mode for the robot manipulator is set for position control. This
assumes that the task frame is the tool frame of the manipulator (T6).

Gains and maximum allowable forces/velocities are cha.nged to reflect the increase in noise when the tool is on.

Motions in the positive z-rotation direction are transformed to turn the impact
wrencli clockwise. Similarly, motions in the negative ~ - ~ o t a t i odirection
n
turn
the impact wrench on counterclockwise.

Use of the impact wrench is illustrated in the following exa.mple.

6.4.1

Sample Program Utilizing the Impact Wrench

r \

l h e following is a sample program that is used to remove a holt from the top of a

box. Explanation and notes on the program will follow.
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> > Execution Environment #O
UseTool(Wrench)

DefineVector(CP;<O.O,0.0,220.0>:EE)

DefineVector(X;<l.O,O.O,O.O>:EE)

DefineVector(Y;<O.O,1.O,O.O>:EE)

DefineTaskFrame(N:EE;CP;X;Y;?)
UseFrame(N)
AssignMode(P,P,P,P,P,P)

GuardForce(<0.0,0.0,-1.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
Move(5.0;<0.0,0.0,4.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

AssignMode(P,P,F,P,P,P)
Force(<O.O,O.O,l.O>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

1.0

> > Execution Environment #1

1.1 GuardVelocity(<O.O,O.0,1.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
1.2

Move(2.0;<0.0,0.0,0.0>;<0.0,0.0,-2.0>)

Execution environment #O moves the impact wrench into contact with the bolt,
via a guarded move. The first step is to define the impact wrench for use. A task
frame is then created with origin at the tool tip (see figure 6.2), and the z-axis aligned
with the rotation of the wrench. In the AssignModeO commands (0.7 and O.11), note
that the "P" in the sixth position is redundant, because the use of the impact wrench
automatically implies this mode. A guard is set in order to stop the motion when the
robot manipulator detects contact with the surface (command 0.8). The motion is
specified in command 0.9. After contact is sensed, the post-motion commands (0.10
and 0.11) come into effect. Modes are switched to reflect the ilenr contact state, and
a, force is exerted on the surface.
Execution environment #I removes the nut from the bolt. A GuardVelocity()
command is used to monitor the outward velocity of the nut. 'rhe motion indicated
in the Move() command turns the impact wrench on, and the nut is removed.
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Figure 6.2: Impact Wrench Removing Bolt

6.4.2

Experimental Results

Figure 6.2 shows the robot-mounted impact wrench removing a bolt, as in the sample
program above. The task frame coordinate system is indicated in the figure, with the
origin a t the tool tip.
The motion into contactis &&\re,

----- - -

as Lhg ~ p g F i m e n kffenttke preview

chapter. Given the tolerance specifications of the current system, it is not easy to
determine whether the socket has seated over the bolt, or merely rests on top of the
bolt head. If this were a problem, tighter tolerances would have t o be specified, or else
exploratory procedures to determine proper seating would have to be implemented.
Experiments have shown, however, that the socket does not have to seat properly for
the bolt removal task to execute properly. In fact, the socket was properly seated after
the motion into contact in less than half of the experimental runs, yet the removal of
the bolt was still successful.
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In order to sense when the bolt is fully removed, the GuarcI\'elocity() command
is used. Shown in figure 6.3 is the actual sensed velocity (raw sensor data) in the
direction of the bolt axis as the bolt is removed, as well as the mean velocity based on

10 time steps of data2. The mean velocity model is used by the system for detection
of sensor events because of the noise level of the raw sensor data. Note that the
velocity model is not started until 1/2 second into the motion. This is to allow for
motion transients which arise at the start of the motion to abate. In this run, for
example, the socket did not initially seat over the head of the bolt. When the impact
wrench is turned on, the socket moves down over the bolt head, as indicated by the
initial positive velocity in the raw sensor data. As the robot colliplies with the force
of the bolt, the feed rate of the bolt (determined by the bolt pitch) gives rise to a
negative velocity in the robot. The mean velocity is monitored, and motion stops
when the velocity returns to zero, indicating that the bolt is no longer feeding. A
slight delay in sensing is caused as a result of the averaging of t,l~evelocity, but this
does not adversely affect the task execution.

6.5

Winch

A winch can increase the load-carrying capacity of the robot ma.nipulator. The need
for power to offset the force of gravity on payloads, which usually accounts for a large
fraction of the total power used by the robot, is elimina.ted. Because the payload
capacity of a manipulator is usually inversely proportional to its accuracy, a robot
with higher accuracy can be used for manipulation of heavy objects when a winch is
used.
The winch is sensorless, and thus relies on the robot for sensing. The winch also
adds a degree of freedom to the system, in essence adding a prismatic joint in the

world z-coordinate. Motion in this direction is naturally controlled by the winch
when the winch is specified with the UseTool() command. The corresponding degree
'Each time step is 20ms, the rate that the remote sit,e computer comm~lnicateswith the robot
controller
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Figure 6.3: Velocity of Robot While Relnoving Bolt
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Figure 6.4: System Controlled Winch
of freedom in the manipulator is force controlled with a force preload to keep the
winch cable taut.
The winch used for this research, illustrated in figure 6.43 is small, and not much
more powerful tha,n the robot itself4. However, knowledge gained about using the
winch in conjunction with the robot can be applied to much inore powerful winches.
The winch operates at a fixed speed, and therefore the inotioils at the operator's
station must be constrained to this motion when the operator is using the winch.
When the command to use the winch is parsed, the follo~vingparameters are
automatically used:
The z-direction mode for the robot manipulator is set for force control. The
31n figure 6.4, the winch, pulley, and robot are all fixed in the same base frame. Control of the
winch/robot system where the winch and pulley are fixed in a frame t11a.t has motion relative t o the
base frame of the robot is a project beyond the scope of this research.
4The payload capacity of the winch is approximately 12 lbs.; the Puma robot payload is 5 Ibs.
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manipulator will then conform to forces in the z-direction.

A force is set in the negative z-direction, to preload the winch cable (this keeps
the cable taut).
Gains and maximum allowable forces/velocities are changed t o reflect the increase in noise associated with the constrained system.
Motions in the positive z-direction are transformed to raise the winch. Similarly,
motions in the negative z-direction lower the winch.

6.5.1

Sample Program Utilizing the Winch

The following is a sample program that is used to insert the winch hook into an
eyebolt on the top of a box (see figure 6.5). Explanation and notes on the program

will follow.

> > Execution Environment #O
UseTool(Winch)
DefineVector(X;<O.O,1.O,O.O>:I(B)

DefineVector(Z;<O.O,O.0,1.O>:I(B)

DefineTaskFrame(TF:EE;WST;X;?;Z)
UseFrame(TF)
AssignMode(P,P,F,P,P,P)

GuardVelocity(<0.0,0.0,1.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
Move(S.O;<O.O,O.O,-15.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

1.0

> > Execution Environnzent #I

1.1 DefineVector(C;<0.0,3O.O,lGO.O>:EE)
1.2 DefineTaskFrame(PP:EE;C;X;?;Z)

1.3

UseFrame(PP)

1.4

Move(l.5;<0.0,0.0,1.0>;<0.0,-0.4,0.0>)
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2.0 >> Execution Environment #2
2.1

Move(5.0;~-6.0,0.0,0.0>;<0~0,0.0,0.0>)

3.0 >> Execution Environment #3
3.1 AssignMode(P,F,F,P,P,P)
3.2

GuardForce(<2.0,0.0,0.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

3.3 Move(5.0;<-6.0,0.0,0.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)
4.0

> > Execution Environment #4

4.1 DefineVector(C;<O.O,-52.0,180.0>:EE)
4.2 DefineTaskFrame(PP:KB;C;X;?;Z)
4.3 UseFrame(PP)
4.4 Move(l.5;<0.0,0.0,0.0>;<0.0,-1.0,0.0>)
5.0

> > Execution Environment #5

5.1 Move(9.0;<0.0,0.0,15.0>;<0.0,0.0,0.0>)

This simple set of instructions is typical of a program that would be automatically
generated by the master system from simple motions of the master arm by the human
operator. Absent are any exploratory motions that maj7 be necessary to identify the
location of the eye on top of the box.
Execution environment #0, above, moves the manipulator from free space into
contact with the box (from (a) to (b) in figure 6.5). C:ommand 0.1 informs the
remote system that the winch is being used. This implicitly results in a force applied
in the negative z-direction. Commands 0.2 to 0.5 define a task frame to be used
by the control. It is important to note that when using the winch, the z-direction
of the task frame must correspond to the z-direction in kinematic base coordinates.
Because the system will be moving, however, the frame itself is defined to be dynamic
in command 0.4, by specifying the frame name TF t o be with respect to the dynamic
frame EE. The AssignMode command (0.6) sets the hybrid control modes. The "F"
in the third position in the command arguments is redundant, as the UseTool(Winch)
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Figure 6.5: Winch Experiment
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command will automatically set this.
The Guardvelocity command (0.7) is the guard for the motion into contact with
the box. When the hook collides with the box, the downward velocity stops. The
Move command (0.8) is purely a motion in the z-direction. It is controlled by motion
of the winch, and the robot manipulator complies with this motion.
Execution environment #1 moves the hook slightly above the surface of the box
and twists the hook, ready to move the hook through the eyebolt on the lid of the
box (from (b) to (c) in figure 6.5). In order t o rotate about the point that the winch
cable connects to the hook, a new frame is created.
Execution environment #2 moves the hook to a point just in front of the eyebolt.
Execution environment #3 is a guarded move to mate the hook with the eyebolt
(to (d) in figure 6.5). The AssignMode command (3.1) allows the hook to comply
t o the eyebolt, thereby allowing for inaccuracies in the positioni~lgof the hook. The
GuardForce command (3.2) will signal motion to stop when a, force indicating the
proper mating is sensed.
Execution environment #4 rotates the hook straight up (from (d) to (e) in figure
6.5). Here, a new task frame is created in order to rotate about the point of contact

between the hook and the eye.
Finally, execution environment #5 lifts the top of the box off (from (e) t o ( f ) in
figure 6.5). Motion in the z-direction is controlled by the wiiich motion, and the robot
manipulator complies with this motion.

6.5.2

Experimental Results

Figure 6.6 shows the winch lifting the top of the box, as in the sa.il~ple
program above,
and the robot arm passively following the upward motion.
The robot is controlled in force mode in the z-direction wit11 a force preload of
approximately 2 lbs. on the winch cable. Any motion specified in the z-direction is
assumed to have the velocity of the fixed-speed winch, and the winch is controlled
up or down as specified. The robot complies adequately to this motion. All other
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Figure 6.6: Winch Lifting Box Top
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Figure 6.7: Hook Velocity Data for Guarded Move (a.) to (b)
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Figure 6.8: Hook Force Data for Guarded Move (c) to (d)
motion directions are controlled by the robot.
Sensing for the winch is more difficult than expected. Because the robot/tool
system is constrained, internal forces are greater, and more noise is produced. It
becomes more difficult to discern external event signals from sensor noise.
Figure 6.7 shows the actual sensed velocity (raw data) and mean velocity (computed over 10 time steps) of the hook in the z-direction for the motion commanded
in execution environment #1 above (notice that there are two separate scales on the
y-axis of the graph, in order to make the data easier to read). The mean velocity
model is not initialized until 112 second into the move, to avoid any irregular or transient data when the move begins. T h e velocity data is very noisy, and has a periodic
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frequency of approximately 3.3 Hz, which can be attributed the natural frequency of
the wrist/winch-cable mechanical system. The mean velocity data reduces the amplitude of this vibration and delays the signal by about 1/10 second. Using the mean
velocity data, the change in velocity caused by the collision with the box is discerned
easily. The delay of 1/10 second is acceptable.
Figure 6.8 shows the implicit force data for the move into contact with the eyebolt.
The data shown is in the direction of the motion. Note that the average force in the
motion before contact (before approximately 755 timesteps on the x-axis of the graph)
is non-zero. This is caused by internal forces built up by the constraints of the system.
The GuardForce command checks the deviation of the force cla,ta a.gainst the standard
deviation model that is built up over the previous 30 time steps (.6 second). If the
deviation of the force data is above 3 times the standard deviation for 6 consecutive
time steps, a collision is detected. This rather stringent criteria is necessary in order
to reject spurious, non-collision related data. It does, however: add slightly to the
time delay in detecting collisions.

6.6

Conclusions

The methods presented here to control tools in a teleopemtive system have the advantage that they do not increase the burden of work for the hulllan operator. Also,
because they do not require extra sensory input, the problems of sensor fusion and
extra computational time needed to rea,d and interpret additiona,l signals are avoided,
as well as avoiding the cost and implementation of another sensor in the system. This
appears to be a successful implementation of tools in the teleprogramming environment.

A host of questions involving tool usage were raised during this research and not
addressed. Among these are:
What exploration techniques are necessary to find the l>olt./eye/etc?
This question was not addressed in the examples presented herc. Obviously, with a
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tolerance limit larger than the size of the bolt (for example), some exploration will
be necessary. This leads to another question:
What tolerances are necessary to be successful at removing a bolt, mating a
hook and eye, etc.?
If the initial tolerance limits, defined by the accuracy of the initial imaging of the
remote system, are not accurate enough to find or make conta,ct with the bolt, some
method of refining the accuracy of the model will be necessa,ry. Efforts to use data
collected at the remote site to refine the graphical model are currently in progress.
These first two questions can be more easily researched when the tool implementation at the master site is operational.
Other questions that may be asked include:
Is the tool control implemented here too tool-specific?
Have we chosen tools that are general enough to show usage characteristics of
all powered tools?
The experiments presented here use only two powered tools. I-Iowever, the methodology for tool usage appears to applicable to a wide ra,nge of tools that the robot
can use. However, there are certain end effectors, namely grippers and hands, that
add extra degrees of freedom to the system that can not rep1a.c~coincident degrees
of freedom of the robot manipulator.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
The development of the remote site system marks the successful conclusion of feasibility studies for the teleprograrnrning concept. We have experimelltally demonstrated
the effectiveness of coupling the human operator with a semi-autonomous manipulator system, in order to perform delay-invariant manipulation. The level of autonomy
needed for the remote system is available with current co~nputillgand sensing technology.
Recent developments in battery technology, subsea acoust,ic communications, and
subsea sonarllaser imaging systems indicate that teleprogra.mnling can have immediate usage in shallow water where reliable communications call be guaranteed. With
more robust communication signals1, also within current technology, teleprogramming
systems can be used in deeper waters. By eliminating the need for vehicle tethers,
multiple autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) can opera.te in the same area without interference. The need for support ships is also diminished, as a communication
link can be established from the AUV via an acoustic buoy to a remote location. Cost
savings (in terms of the support vessel, tethers, etc.) could he significant. Furthermore, an AUV teleprogramming system and acoustic buoy could be deployed from a
helicopter, greatly reducing the time before searchlintervention procedures can begin.
This is extremely beneficial in an emergency situation.

'including internal error checking routines, multiple frequency/mult~ipletransducer communications, etc
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For shallow space applications, robust communication and a,ccurate remote environment models would be available, and the teleprogramming paradigm is again
directly applicable. Cost savings (in terms of human interve~ltion,support operations, preparation time, etc.) will be considerable.
The remote system developed in this research, as well as the teleprogramming
system as a whole, are delay-independent. The system perfornlance remains constant
with any time delays. When delays of less than one second occur, direct teleoperation
techniques are applicable. However, the t eleprogramming concept may offer advantages over direct teleoperation even in these situations. The system is also able to
operate with delays of longer than 20 seconds. Future work will include functions to
aid in these situations.

7.1

Contributions

The major contributions this research presents are outlined below:

1. A remote teleprogramming system has been developed, and demonstrated to
be effective in interacting with a partially known environment.

2. Existing research in compliant instrumented wrist sensor-l~asedhybrid control
has been extended to use arbitrary task frames. The va.lidity of remote task
frames has been explored, with useful conclusions as to the distance a task frame
can be located from the end of the robot.

3. Command execution has been developed for the remote system. Key elements
are error detection (implemented by tolerance checks) ant1 collision detection.

4. Tool usage by the teleprogramming system has been studied, with excellent
results for using powered tools without adding to the coml>lexity of the system
and without creating an extra burden for the human operator.

5. As the operation of the remote system is completely independent of the time
delay, the control structure used for teleprogramming is also available for direct
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programming of the remote site robot. This is a useful tool for debugging the
teleprogramming system, and also for directly controlling the robot for other
purposes.

Future Work
Based upon the research outlined in this dissertation, various directions for future
work, both immediate and long term, are presented here. Current work includes
improvement of the master system performance, and implernent,ation of operator aids
t o error recovery.

Remote system improvements. The remote system control can be improved with

a more accurate model of the compliant wrist. The wrist stiffness matrix is
currently modeled with only diagonal elements. The .actual matrix is neither
diagonal nor symmetrical. By using an improved model, control coupling can
be minimized.
Master system improvements. As mentioned earlier, directions for improvement

t o the master system are discovered by the further development of the remote
system. Post processing of automatically generated comnlands would lead to
a more intelligent program, and eliminate the problem of small motion/large
tolerance commands. Tool usage routines are also needed at the master site.
Command sequence replay. Common tasks, such as removing a bolt, are built up

of a series of commands. Every bolt removing opera.tion requires a similar set
of commands, the only difference being possibly the approach vector and the
length of the bolt. Such tasks can be pre-programmed as primitives, and used
when the action to remove a bolt is indicated. Storing a sequence of commands
which can be replayed every time a common task is neetled can increase the
human operator's productivity.
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Practice mode. For hazardous tasks especially, the ability to practice tasks using
the graphical model before any commands are sent to the remote site is desirable. Because the time delay is unimportant, it would be possible to either
practice without command generation until an acceptable routine is worked
out, or generate and store routines, and later send the best command set to the
remote site.

Operator aids for error recovery. Information from the actual execution of commands at the remote site can be returned to the master site in order to improve
the operator's understanding of error conditions. Actua.1 nlotion and force information can be used by the operator to analyze the ~not~ions
that lead up to
an error. Further aid can be given to the operator when working with longer
time delays. The sequence of commands generated by the operator after an
error occurs at the remote site but before the operator is informed of an error
are currently lost. If these commands are stored, it may be possible for the
operator to recover from an error, and then replay the stored commands from
the intervening time.

Real-time model refinement. The remote manipulator is often in contact with
the remote environment. While in contact, the location of the manipulator
and thus the environment is known to the tolerance of the illanipulator system,
which is likely to be more accurate than the initial visual (laser/sonar/etc.)
model of the environment. This information can be used to refine the graphical
model, and the overall accuracy of the system ca.n be improved on-line.

Programs for manufacturing. The teleprogramming pa.radigm depends upon a
human operator for decision making.

The possibility of unexpected errors

occurring, and error-prone recovery procedures in an unstructured environment proves the indispensability of the human operator. However, in a semistructured manufacturing environment, for example, there: may be only a few
errors that occur frequently. By storing programs crea.t.ec1by the human operator for the execution of such a task, including progra.ms for correction of
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common errors, the teleprogramming system can be useful in a manufacturing
environment. The operator would still be necessary to correct non-frequent,
unprogrammed errors, but the mean time between these errors would be large
enough that one operator could maintain a large number of manufacturing processes.
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